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VTOL IN GROUND EFFECT FLOWS FOR
CLOSELY SPACED JETS
David Migdal, William G. Hill. Jr. . Richard C. Jenkins




The primary purpose of this study was to obtain detailed pressure and veloc-
ity field data for twin jet configurations In-ground-effect and to develop flow models
to aid in predicting pressures .uui up wash forces on aircraft surfaces. For the basic
experiments 50.3 mm ('2 in\ diameter jets were used, oriented normal to a simulated
ground plane, with pressurized air providing a jet velocity up to 90 m/sec. The ev-
perimental data consisted of (1) the effect of jet spacing and height, on the ground and
ii-jvvajh pressures (2) oil flow visualization photographs to identify streamline directions
(3) the effect of simulated aircraft surfaces on the isolated flow field (4) the effects ot
a .Id mg a third let on the two-jet upwash properties and (5) the jet induced forces on a
scries of two and three dimensional bodies w i t h strakcs and variations in fuselage cross
section.
The isolated twin jot tests revealed regions \\here the1 iountain Clou was un-
stable, >>eknv ambient picssute j-egions ri the upv.at-h, :md the formation of giour.ci
stagnation lines- (.md upwash flow ) even when the outer boundaries of tlie free jets have
merged. With the simulated tuselag*. surfaces placed between the jets significant lift
fences w e i e obtained in-ground-effect w i t h the addition of strakf.s and squaring the
lower fuselage contour. Similar effects were not obtained with flat plate models.
A new flow model was developed for \enlv-al ly oriented twin icts which ac-
counts ior the- non-fullv foimed wa l l jets? at close spacing. It includes a jet impinge-
ment /cr.c va i ! jot t iansit iop. model, the i f f c i i a of fui-elage crot-t- section on fountain
induced lilt foicct., and .>dcc|U.tleh picduts the eitect.^ of spacing and height above
mound on (low Held mv^suret- and upwash tone--.
It is cencHided il'it (D How lield in s t ab i l i t i e s cnn l>n present at low heights
a /me giou'id: (-) in r> tv in ;ei c o n t i g u r a t i o n the onset of ict bounil^rv -nergipg does not
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preclude the formation of fountains; (3) values over 201 lift/jet thrust can be obtained
in-pround-effect due to fountains impinging on the underside of a simulated fuselage
for a twin jet configuration, depending on the shape of the fuselage and dimensions of
horizontal strakes and; (4) the vise of a modified wall jet transition model adequately
prediouj the trends with height above ground and jet sppcing on the ground and upwash
pressures.
2. INTRODUCTION
Lift and control for V/STOL aircraft operating in-ground-effect presents a
critical condition in sizing the propulsion system. Ground pro:;lmlty effects can re-
sult In 'uvre jet induced lift losses, or produce positive fountain lift, depending or. the
aercprc,.!!' ion configuration. The complexity of the resulting flow field and the sen-
F'lr/ity to many design parameters gives rise to a large body of experimental data
(Reference 1) whic't model various aspects of the flow field. References 2 to 6 deccribe
the development of one technique to predict the pressure distributions and aerodynamic
characteristics based on a modular approach to the various flow regions shown in Fig-
ure 2-1. The four major subregions consist of a free jet, impingement zone, wall jet
and up\\ash flo\s. As sho\\n in Figure 2-2, all of these major elements are present In
the two jet ground impingement problem and the basic rwo-jet sc ution can thus be
used as a building block, for multi-jet configurations.
The simplified modular approach utilizes basic mass, momentum and energy
conservation principles along with empirical data describing ontrainment of ambient
air (e.g. maximum velocity decay and velocity profiles as described in References
2 to !). A review of the basic experimental data regarding two-jet behavior indicates
several l imitations when the iet spacing is decreased. As reported in Reference 8,
instabilities in the upwabh llov. \ \e ie noted for some combinations of spacing and
height. Also, as the jets .ire brought closer an upwash is formed prior to the e.sU,b-
llshmi-nt of .1 fullv de\eloped w a l l jet. 1'or even closer spacings, tne upwash can
completelv disappear when the two free jots merge as thev grow in si?e due to cn-
tr.ilnmont of ambient air. The object of tlus> study was to exploic in more detail, tht
two-iet close spacing problems experimentally to help establish a more accurate- model
of the resulting flow field.
2-1
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cs - stagnation line center conditions
g = ground plane
j,J = jot exit conditions
JH = jet half-width
n = maximum
a = nozzle
PC = potential core
s = static
0 (zero) = Initial \\all jet radius
.5 = dimension at 172 maximum pressure
.25 = dimension at 1/4 maximum pressrure
(1/2 maximum \eloctty)
».»-»m.w. r^ n~,*-*»*r*~r*w-r~*n,,
4. MODELS AND APPARATUS
The experimental portions of this study were performed in the Grumman
Research Department- Two similar air flow facilities were used, one for flow surveys
(designated Facility 2) the other for vehicle force and pressure measurements
(Facilitn 1). Sketches and photographs of these two facilities are shown In Figures 4-1
througl '-9, These facilities utilize centrifugal fans which are beit rirhcn by 220 V/3
phase "-1/2 'IP motors. The flow rate and hence total pressure in the settling chamber
is cont- oiled by throttling the inlet to the fan. Experiments are usually Curyiucted with
a tola1 pressure minus atmospheric pressure oi' 5004 i a fiO. 1 inches of water) result-
ing in an exit velocity of 91 TO/sec (300 ft/sec).
The flow from the fan into the settling chamber is non-uniform with higher
velocities towards the outside of the fan (top). This flow is passed through a short
constant area section where vanes redirect the flow for a moie uniform distribution.
The fan is connected lo thia section with a flexible material to avoid transmission of
vibration from the fan lo the settling chamber. The air then flows through a difftiser
into the large settling chamber. To bn- j the length of the facility within (.he available
space, large-angle segmented diffusers are used. These diffuscr& are an extension
to the two dimensional work reported by Mine (Ref. 7). The diffuser of Facility 1 is
approximately a 33° square pyramid filled for 2/3 of its length with 7" paper cones.
The flow at its exit is almost completely attached and uniform.
The diffuser of Facility 2 is a 00° pyramid and filled \vith pyramidal sections
of plexiglass (sec Fig. 4-"5) of approximately 7" angle. Flow into ihc settling chamber
i^ then conditioned by honcjcomb and screens and passes into the -settling chamber.
For the pairs of 50.3 mm (2 inch) diameter jets in most ol the current experiments, a
(HO mm (2 foot> square cross section leads to an area ratio of 92 (Facility 1) while
Facility 2 has an area ratio ot 2<" "• This produces a very uniform flow of low turbu-
lence le\c! (ics^ than l/'2ri RltfS).
To facilitate changing the nozzle *, pacing, a pair of nozzles is mounted
u i c a l h on a pair oi < I L - > C ^ . which ore clamped to the f ion t face (F'';'are 4-C), providing
ecr.linixiu'- \nmtion of nozzle spacing. The nozzles .ire spun a luminum \ \ i t h .in en-
t ian te contour identical to an AS ME long radius fie1' mptering :jo//:le, but fol lo\ \cci bv
i coiKtant area seetio11 5..^ dianietor^ ion;, Ahijiiment of nozzles in hori/.orial ducc-
:.on i-^ done \ \ i tn iefc:eii i .c to ja-a\ity by drop line and bubble level, and wi th reference
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to oilier ;.pparatus (traverse equipment primarily) by cros3 hair sightings. A chc^k
on the alignment Is performed by tra\erslng the free jets and tracking conterllne
(maximum ci> locations using an electrically powered variable speed traversing mech-
anism.
The m • !c!s u>'*d for (he up-wash body impingement cxpei-imesits include sev-
eral clasi-es. The Initial experiments on the effect of jet spacing were conducted
using the two-jet configuration shown in Figure 4-7. Cylindrical fuselage models
(Figure 4-8) wi th a rf.nge of corner radii were used for the effect of body shape.
These Ixxlies w i r e also instrumented for pressure distributions and were tested for
\ariou.% . sti-ake heights, In addition to the basic tests. The strakes are shown on a rec-
tangular l)ody (Figure 4-9) where the nozzles were contained within the planform. A
third class of bud} it, a large (1~O x 120) flat plate. Dimensional data for the \arlous
l-odies aie contained m Figure 4-U<.
h i - t i umenlatlun
The cooiiiin.ae sjstem for locating no/./les md prol> .s is [.-.hcAMi in Figure
S-ll. 'I lu- POMtion of the giounci nlane and of the pioijcs are mea ;ured Ly tl\e voUnge
ni.tpitt of a 10-turn potentio'iietor ioi most data in tills ^epoit (unless otherwise noit\t).
Tor meat-'/.i-enu'tit of Mn.'.Il climen.si«jns, .sucli as the I jund.uy l a \c r thickness,
rM'Msurementn were n.ade \\ i t \ \ '\ linear potentiometer cr a vernier ealiper. For the
ti t v t M s e units , w i t h screw thread drive or rpok aixl pinion drive, (all probe movements
,i:n! the giound plane motion on Facility 1) a rotary pot is used to measure cable motion
(.onrivU'd to the moving apparatus. For the giound plane of Facility 2, a rotar\' pot
u as attached to a sprocket at one end of the chain loop, hince some hysteresis occurs
for nu of these sjstems, t i -ue r^es \\ei-e taken only in one direction, and a voltmeter
o .'•» used i'* check an I n i t i a l output at a starting location and periodiealh to chci.lv
. .h 'u. i i ion.
i !H- jui'.Tio^e of pur.idmg an el 'Htr ical outjnit for position is '« produce ;i ion-
t ; r t ;o i iv cune of t l ie p . i i a n u t r r U-im; me.i i>uied ( ^ e M c l o forces, piessuif-, )'ot \ \ i r i -
vi ' o i i t ios , i t c . ) N c i ^ u 1 - pO"-lii r)n, and to plot that rune on . iu X-Y Recorder. A ieal-
t i in . .ii.alog d'it:i jL i i u i ' i i on tecl-iuqur was used to protii.'. against missing unusual be-
'i . iutii t.i(" (re dat.i 01 the tic; elopi-ient ol p;o!>l<. ')ns d u i i n g a t< st.
Pressures were measured with differential pressure transducers. For the
pltot-static probe, the total and static pressure tubes were each connected to separate
transducer referenced to the atmosphere (an undisturbed area of the room). Kach of
these pressure tubes also contained a "T", and a third transducer was connected to both
preesure-'s, thereby directly reading Pf - P. or q (another analog data reduction toch-l 8
nlquo). The pressure transducers f/ore calibrated and periodically checked by uso of an
oil manometer; vertical or inclined, depending on the transducer range.
Vehicle force measurements were made using a five-component strain gs;je
balance, while force measu.-emrnt on the ground plane utilized three separate forca
elements, spaced at p. distance from the force center. Calibration of the force bal-
ance was achieved by placing weights from a laboratory scale, set on a special gradu-
ated body, and spot checks were done periodically on the model being tested.
During efforts to identify the cause of the measured large negative static
pressuro differentials, \clocitles were measured with a hot film system. This sys-
tem Is essentially the same as a hot »lre system; out measurements Involved a con-
•«t:int temperature anemometer, a signal llnearizer, and a true RMS time-ave raging
voltmeter. Output from the traverses ^ as Blotted on the X-Y recorder.
Oil flows were used for both ground plane Indications of the end of up\s:ish
formation \\tth Increasing jet intcrfoi-ence and for qualitative flow description \i l th a
.splitti r plate. The oil lvo.se was 10\V-:iO motor oil and it v.as coloied for Identiflea-
tlou and thickened by aiti&t oil
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5. JET PROPERTIES
Figures 5-1 and 5-2 contain the results of traversing the jet plumes with pitot
pressure probes at various distances (Z ? ) downstream of the nozzle exit plane, in the
absence of a ground plane. The characteristics of the initial jet can be inferred from
the data very close to the nozzle exit (Z' /D = 1/16). As shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-2,
a relatively uniform (top hat) profile is available at the jet exit with the eccentric jet
spacing mechanism and tapered settling chamber. The Figure 5-1 data Indicates that
for S/D = 2 the jets start to merge 4 diameters from the nozzle exit and that the
merging is nearly complete at 20 diameters. Merging is considered to be complete
when there are no distinct peaks In the profiles. These peaks distinguish the central
region for each free jet. Thus while the jet outer boundaries spread at an equivalent
angle B [tan B = (S/D - 1) /(2Z'/D)], and for S/D = 2, Z'/D =4, B is approximately
7°, the inner core region for each jet persists for a considerable distance down-
stream.
Static Pressure Inside Nozzle Near Exit
Static Pressures were measured inside of a nozzle at Z'/D = -1/16 (up-
stream of the exit) to investigate the effect of th^ upwash on nozzle exit conditions.
Tuo pressure taps were used, located on opposite sides of the nozzle. The static
pressure differential was less than 27o qT for all cases.j
Figure 5-3(a) shows the variation of nozzle exit pressure as the ground plane
height was changed. The smooth curve shows the variation with ground height for
single jet impingement, illustrating the influence of ground blockage when h/d< 1. 5.
The other two curves for dual jet impingement show that the effect of the presence of
the ground plane on the nozzle exit flow are noticeable for h/d< 4.5 Data taken on
the inner (towards the upwash) side of the nozzle illustrates an increasing pressure j
as the ground plane gets closer, which appears to be caused by interference between j
the incident flow and the upwash. The pressure rise with decreasing h/d is much less I
for slighily larger spacing (Figure 5-3(b)) and disappears for wide spacing (Figjre 5-3(< ^
Fo: a given nozzle spacing, decreasing h/d v/ill decrease interference be- I
iwcen upwash and incident flow, end at some value of h/d such interference should
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disappear. Static pressure surveys showed that, in the absence of interference be-
tween upwash and incident flow, the static pressure on the upw.ish (inner) side of the
nozzle should be slightly more negative than on the opposite side. Figure 5-3^i)
shows that the inner tap pressure drops l^elow outer tap pressure when h/d = 1. 75,
which should represent the ground height below which no interference between upwash
and Incident flow exists. Figures 5-3(b) and (c) show this \ :luc of h/d to bo 3 for
S/d = 3, and 4 for S/d -- 5. 6.
20 I i 10 OS 0 OS 10 16 10
Figure 5-1. - Free- jet profiles - S/D = 2. 0.
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G. GROUND PLANK PROPERTIES
The upwash formation region on tlie ground was Investigated with oil flow
patterns to aid In the identification of conditions whore the upwash would no longer
form lec&use of jet/upwash Interference. Several concentric rings of oil dots were
placed oround each jet Impingement point and the flow was allowed to run for several
minutes to develop a stabla pattern. Figure 6-l(a} shews a typical radial flow from
the jet impingement points meeting to form a straight stagnation line. For many
cases, a double line was found. Further study showed this to be caused by a separ-
ation point. Oil drops placed within this bubble ran outwards along Hie outer line :>nd
towards the two oil lines (Figure G- l(b)). Insufficient data exists at this time to de-
termine the flow conditions that govern tl -_' formation of this separation bubble.
Figurs G-l sho\\s a teriob of oil flows for a spacing of S/D = 2. 0 (closest
a\aiiable from eccentric norzles). Starting at a height above ground of Ii/D = 1.5, a
pattern of t\\o separate radial .spreading regions wi th a central stagnation region oc-
curs until an H/D of alxjut 20. This i.s generally above the region of interest for af-
fecting ali-pianc liuetfercnce etfects. Note that the separation region disappears at
about H/d ~ 10 (Figure G-l'd).
Stream sur\(.'\s wi thout the ground plane, taken by traversing a pilot probe
across both jet centetlines, snowed tuat the two jets had partially merged 10 diame-
ters from the exit. Gro.uid piano pressure profiles at II/D = 10 indicated a pressure
rise coi responding to the stagnation line.
For H/D = 15, where tiic free stream sur\ey showed two peaks, the ground
oil flou pattern showed tun d i s t i nc t jet impingement points and a stagnation line also. ,
At H/D = 20, where tlie free stream pitot sui-\c> showed no distinct peaks, the ground
oil pattern al^o Indicated th.it the i\\o JCLS had mcrgt-d.
It therefore t^eems ivasonable to use the ude oft luimhth.i t : if separate
pi .il;s exist in t!^e pitot pn.-.s-un c pioulcs of the free iels \\nhojt t> ground plane, sep-




Ground pressures were obtained \ \ i t l i a line of pressure taps perpendicular
to the line connecting the jets and spaced one-half a jet diameter apart (along tho x
axis of Figures 4-11 and (i-2). The gi ound plane was moved slo\\ly in a direction
perpendicular to the line of taps and to the nozzle axis producing a continuous display
of ground pressures. The ground coordinates x and y are oriented parallel to and
perpendicular to the stagnation line, with the origin at the upwash center. Figure
6-3 contains a complete set of ground pressure data obtained with various jet spaclngs
and heights above groiird. Figure G-3(a) contains the ground pressures for both tho
single and du.il jets at S/D - 2, b/D - 3 and demonstrates that an upwash is formed
(peak pressure at Y/L) - 0) prior to the end of the Impingement 7.one. The data Im-
plies an ir.board slilft of pressure peak and a distortion from axial sj mmetry 'Alien
the second let is turned on.
Figure 6-.)(l>) contains a complete data set for the closest spacing (S/D = U)
and \ a i \ i n g no?/le height abo\e ground. The general trend is that the peak \ulucs
under t.u- jet and at the stagnation point (V/T) - 0) dccix-ase-b v.itli increasing h/O
\ \h i l e the piofile bro.v.lens. Note ih.it wider the let ( \ /D - 1, Figure C>-3(1>)) t..e iir.-
pim;e nil-ti t pi cosine i^ \ \ i t l u n :!', of the jet .stagnation pi ess lire for \.ilues of h/!J up to
I. Ah h/l> inerc.iscs tlie jet imnt'igeinent pressure deems in a manner similar to the
f iee iet dcc'iv in m;i\inuim presume (i'lcure 5-1), In general, the maximum wail
p i t s su ie ib higher tlian the corresponding \.ilue for the free jet at the same dibl.uun-
f i o m t l > e no.'/lc exit. Figiue C>-:>(c) cont.uns tne ground plane pressures for s/1) : 11.5
:'nd a iiini-,c ot no/.'le h/'T) trom 1.3 to lj. In tlus, .is well as other cases to follow,
Miitlcu'pt d.r. a i> »iix>\ioed to determine the m:cximuin pret-surc on tlie center of the
s tagna t ion lino 1'^ (1'igiirc G-2V Note t h a t P increases wi th decreasing h / f ) u n t i l
.ir !i i) of 3.0 I he <.!r.i.a in 1 igure i>-3(a) is s imi la r in that the \aaie of P dotvs not
c r i n t - r u i ) l \ iiu ic I-M.- • ith dec rca^mi; li/l^ In addition 'it li/D - U (Figuie 0-3(d)) it
\ \ . i - - net r^i-^i '-^e to o! t i t ' , i :i -.tanle protlle .mo" tw o pe.tk \alue.^, \ v e i e eMilbi ted. Tills
it- >t ib!lU\ v, !.-. sic: f v c n e d .it ( i thcr • p.icingh.. At -VH - ;! and h/i) = 1.5 to 2.0 the
-.;;••> .is!, \ \ O i ' J d cli <:igc f i ' - n . cii" ^iil t to t ! i£ ether v ith no .'pp.treat d i s t u r b a n c e up io
. , ' iHHit L ' ;> si. t - c i i 'N , It I 'Oii lc ' lvi' i i^ l t i ' l ' cd n u'" one side to tho other \ \ l th a tempoiMrv
!>HH\ac,e iicai Uu- w>/ ' \v <. \u plane.
This unstable behaviour at S/D = 3. 0 Is shown In Figure G-3(d) with the ac-
tual pressure trace at h/D = 2. 0. The large oscillations help to explain why in this
case there is a drop in the maximum stagnation line pressure. Since the probe is
re suing a time-averaged value, and for a portion of the time there is not jet flow over
the probe, the time-averaged value is lower.
Figures G-3(e), (f) and (g) show the ground pressure variation with Increased
spacing. Note that as the spacing Is increased (e« g., Figure 6-3(0 for S/D = 4, 0)
there is less effect of the fountain upwush (at Y/D = 0) on the impingement zone
pressure distribution.
Summary Dnta of Maximum Ground Pressures
Figure 6-2 illustrates the ground pressure profile along a line passing
through the two jet Impact points and the center line of the upwash. The maximum
pressure in the jet Impingement region was always greater than the maximum
pressure on the center ol the stagnation line (P_ ). The dimension y _ represents
*-•& . ^>
the. half w Idth of the pressure profile at half the maximum stagnation line pressure.
Along the stagnation line the maxim urn ground pressure (P ) decreases with distance
(x) from the centeiiine.
Figure G-4 shows the variation of centerllne stagnation pressure with noz7,le
spacing for a noz/le height of thit-e diameters above ground. The curve shown tor
comparison was predicted by ass tuning that the ground pressure on the center of the
stagnation line is equal ' - the maximum pressure that would exist in n wall jet pro-
file :.t the same radial location from one of the jets if the opposite jet were turned off.
The predicted curve is given by the relation
p _ p
f"C. i O I
—— — = 13. 7S(S/D) - '* (1)
v.hoe I1 is the stagnation pressure at the no7?le exit am! P is ambient pressure.
The constants in th«s equation \ \ c i e deihcd from pitot probe measurements taken in
the wall jet formed b\ impingement of .1 binglu, 4 ireh diamever jet. Figure 0—1 shows
that this aua'iAsi'- proudet. a;-, adequate prediction of the eenterhno ground pressure
foi jet .spaeingb of about -• diameteis or greater. At closer no/.zie sp \cings the nieas-
uied \alui"3 fall below the p icdic t id cur~ e. Tills dev:a.tio*i ^rould IJG ex))ei.(.ed because
at S/D = 4 the stagnation line Is two diameters from each jet impingement point, and
this radial distance from a single Impinging jet represents the beginning of the fdly
formed \vall jet region. Hence the measured and predicted values oegin to diverge,
because at close jot spaclngs the ground flow approaching the stagnation line is not a
fully foimed wall jet. A modified wnll jet analysis is needed to provide a better match.
For a given nozzle spacing, the ground pressure on the center of the stagna-
tion line (P - P ) vailed with nozzle height above ground as rhown in Figure 6-5.
cs a
For a nozzle spacing of G diameters above ground, increasing nozzle height above
ground brought about a gradual decrease In -(P - P ) that appears to be caused bycs a
Interference between the edges of the up\\ash and the shear layers surrounding the In-
cident Jets close to the nozzle exit plane. At closer nozzle spacings, this \arlatiou of
(P^ - P. ) vith height altove ground was more extreme but followed (he same trend.
For noz/.le spaclngs \w\m\ 3 diameters, the effi ctt. < * Incident jet-upv-.ish inteiforence
se\erel\ distorted the entire ground plane pressure profile at large II/D (see Figure
Tor each nozzle spacing (lie maximum value of (P
 t - P ) occurred with H/D
between 2 and 4. The decrease in (P - P ) at lower nozzle height appears to indicate
the onset of ins tabi l i ty conditions and nm> be caused by the presence of the ground af-
fec t ing nozzle exi t coulitions. A severe instability was enrountered ot a nozzle spacing
of 3 diameters for 11/1) less than '2-1/1., The ground picssure profile appealed to be
temporarily stable in ei ther of two unsymmetnc shapes. This instabil i ty appeared to-
be peculiar to iet spacing of 3 diameters. For ' jrger or smaller ict spacing, the
ground plane pressure profiie did not o < h i h i t t h i s bistable shnpc for nozzle heights down
to 1-1/2 diameters.
The variation of maximum ground plane press uie (I1 - P ) along tlie stagna-
tion line is sho\\n in Figure C.-tl. Data taken at ll/D - 3 at eueh jet spacing have been
noim.ihzed n\ the corresponding eenteili 'ie \alue :>nd plotted \<;rsus X/D to illustrate
( i n - \ , u ia t lon of this profile w i t h jet spaung. Uhen plotted Veisus X/S (Figuu1 6-7}
(lie data toi each no/./U- spacing iall close to .1 profile \ \ h i ch can be fitted b\ :
r, .&
Eq. (2) was derived by assuming that on the stagnation line only the components of wall
jet velocity normal to the stagnation line contribute to the stagnation line pressure.
The constants in Eq. (2) were obtained from wall jet measurements with a single im-
pinging jet.
Figure 6-8 shows the shape of the ground pressure profiles taken across the
center of the stagnation line for three nozz]e heights above ground with a nozzle spac-
ing of 4 diameters. For each ground height the pressures were normalized by the
maximum value on the centerllnc ard the distance y was normalized by the half-
pressure dimension (y ,.}. The data show that the profile shapes are essentially the
same and can be represented by a Gaussian profile.
Integration of the ground pressure profile across the stagnation line provides
a measure of the force exerted on the ground by the upwash, which can be related to
the momentum flux of the upwash at ground level. Assume that the ground flow ap-
proaching the stagnation line from each of the Impinging jets Is an axisymmerric, ra-
dially expanding flow that exhibits constant momentum per radian ia the wall jet. If
flow momentum is coixserved In the upwash formation region, the momentum flax per
radian of the upwash flow normal to the ground at the stagnation line can be found by
Integrating the stagnation line pressure profile. Using a Gaussian Aquation to repre-
sent this profile, integration yields
M0 -S/2 / I (P - P ) y
0.G932 '
(3)
Figure G-9 shows the variation of maximum stagnation line pressure and half
pressure width with nozzle height for S/Q = -1. The maximum ground pressure de-
croases and the width increases as the ground height increases. This general trend
appeared for all jet spacings. IIowe\er, as seen in Figure 6-10, the centerlme up-
w a b h momentum flux noi ladirui computed from Eq. (3) using the data in Figure G-9 is
.ilinos-t independent of nozzle height abo\e ground. This result is important because it
confums one of the simplifying assumptions used in the prediction techniques.
'Ihe dashed lint in Figure G-10 represents twice the vhnist per radian of one
of tnc incident jets. Jet ihiust was computed from velocity profiles th<?t were taken at
the no/.?.lo exit plane. We conclude that flow momentum Is conserved in the upuash
formation region, and that the upwash momentum at ground level can Lie computed
from tlie nozzle exit conditions.
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Vigure G-'J. - Variation of jrvcnmd stagnation line cliaractcristics
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7. UPWASII PRQT'L'KTIKS
Oil flow techniques wcie used to qualitatively assc°s upw:>.sh flow beh;ivlor.
A series of "splitter plates", (thin sheets of metal at right angles to the ground plane
that split, or divide the flow) \\crc used. In one scries, the splitter plates were
placed between the two jets along the centerline of the upwash (In the X-Z plane)
looking at the radial spreading characteristics of the flow. In the second scries, the
splitter plate was placed along the line oonncctlng the two nozr.le ccntcrlines (Y-Z
pl.me) splitting each no??.le flow In hall.
Oil Flow Hesults
Tlu' presence of the splitter nlc.te will affect the- upwash changing the flow
both by damping the turbulent fiucluationb normal to the flow direction and by devel-
oping a boundary ia.'er of lower energy flow which can interfere when pressure gradi-
ents aie encountered. \Ve theiefoio sought piim.irily to look for the regions of jet/
upwaf-h interference with detailed probe surveys to follow.
For the splitter plate placed between the jets (X-Z plane), and a wide spacing
(S/i) - r>), a uniform spie.iding flov. was found at heights, of H/D - 2 and f> (figure
7-1(1')). l''or tmiih i loser spactrigo, beginning w i t h S/D - 2 we f ind a s imilar situation
at low height1-. At II /D •- 2, (Figure V- i ( c ) ) , the flow spreading agrees well with oar
radial flow model, At a height of l i / I ) - fi, streamlines along the center appear to Ije
drawn in .is if In- entraiiunent f ion i tin- jet (Figure 7-l(d)). At I f /D = 3, a definite di-
- i'igeiH-e of the center sUeanilme occurs (7-l(a)) and going a httlc higher (H/D - P,
' Igure 7-1(0) n dofiiiiU' stagnation region is found where the oil in the upper center rc-
i ion is flowing downward. W i t h another increase in height ( I l / l ) - 10, Figure 7-l(g)), t'
' ' iciUion of th i s stagnation point appears to remain the same, but the extent of its effect
>'.e upwat.li is
\ \ i t h tlie .splitter pl.ite/no/vie .iii.ingcnicnt, we were ai)U' to go to a spacing
• "
 s /i ' 1, i .e . , m".?le edgi-s touelung. At thu-. sp.uiug, ;. t> |nn la r effect is found at
ln\u i height,--. -\1 M •'!» - .'. il 11,1111. 7-1(10), a -pr-.-adlnt, in the uppti- ientr . i l region is
am! .1 i.te u •>ti i i ;n. i l t«jn if;!'.!- !^ .--ei'ii .it !!/!> - 1 (l 'u,uie 7-l(i)) .
For the second set of splitter plate experiments (Plate In Y-Z plane), \ve
again began at a\vide spacing of S/D = G. Results are shown in Figures 7-1 (j), (k),
(1), beginning at an ll/D of 2 and increasing to G. At the height of II/D = G, the dynam-
ic prcssuic was so lo\\ that it was difficult to form the oil patterns. Note the large
angle (about 30°) that appears to be the outer wall jet growth angle. We believe thnt
this is due to the corner flow and is a warning on the qualitative accuracy of th'/i
method of visualization.
A.nother view of changes produced by the splitter plate is found i'\ Figure
7-1 (m) locking doun on the ground plane, A conventional ground flow/sta^ation line
is formed, '/ut the center of the jot stagnation region is displaced outward from the
splitter plate. Again, this is believed to be due to the boundary layer formed between
the jet plume and the plate.
Proceeding then to the closer spacing (S/D = 2) a similar series of heights
v.as examined. At II/D -- 2, a fairly clean Jet pli'me and upuash picture was formed
(Figure 7-l(n)). At an ll /D - 4, the upwash curved into the jet on the right (Figure
7-i(o)). A slight mo\cment of the splitter platr- caused this to be reversed with the
upv. ash \coving to the left (Figure 7-l(p)). By careful mo\emerit of the splitter plate
\ \h i lc observing the oil, It \\as possible to obtain an up\\ash Qo\\ up the center (Figure
7-l(c|)). At laiger ll/D, Figures 7-l(i) and 7-l(s), this sensitivity did not appear to
exist, but a stagnation region nuukcd the end of the upwash.
Siimmnrv of Up\sa^h Pressures
Flow properties in the upuasli \\ere found by tra\ersing the Kiel and static
piclx's in tlie >-direction at various heights (?) abo\e ground. Figure 7-2 shows data
obtained from a probe tra\ersc acioss the up\\ash centerliuc. Note th.it the st.'itic
pi essure U.T- Ix'low ambient throughout the up\\ash and Ix-yond ius edges. At the edges
of the up\wsh (smallest •value y for \ \hlrh dynan.ic pressure ih ::ero) and outside rlie
odges., tne Kiel pressuio :.nd static pres'suie readings \ \eie equal, in spite of the dif-
f i M o n t shapes and onont.ition-s of the j)n%>.sure holes in the probcis. Within the up\\ash
tlie i-taiic pie5-«ine profile' was o;\l\ shi;htl> dependent on the sire of the static pres-
s-uie probe., The static pressure was- nclow ambient throughout the ..cgion bet\\een the
no/ . le i'.\it plane and tlie ground i \c i-pt for a small zone less than 21 mm alxne the
giound just above the stagnation l ine . This largo region of lo\\ static piessure
appeal's to be a characteristic of multiple jet ground Impir.gcmcnt flows, and was
found at all values of If and S that wei-e run.
The dynamic pressure profile showed a Gaussian shape except at jet bpaclngs
below S/D - 3 where it was distorted by a lack of symmetry. Figure 7-3 shows data
obtained from probe traverses across the center of the upvash at various heights
above ground for H/D = 2 and S/D - 4. For each height above ground (/.) the profile
was normalized by the maximum dynamic pressure on centerllue (q }, -md the probe
c
distance (y) relative to the centcrllne was normalized by y „,.. This plot SIM>\\S that
• »-*}
data t^kcn at dlffei'cnt heights above ground has the same profile shape, which closely
matches the Gaussian
q/qc = c" .
Profiles of tWs shape were found for no/,i,.e separation distances down to S/D = 3
providing the no7,7,le height abo\c ground was. not large enough to provide a significant
interaction between the incident jets and thn upvvsh. When the dynamic pressure pro-'
file shape Is independent of height alxnc ground, at any value of z the upwash proper-
ties on the centerllue can be specified by the values of q /q. and y
 or.c j . -o
1 igure 7-4 shows the d jnamic pressure decay along the upwash centerb.ne for
H/l) - 1 at d i f fe ren t nox7le spacing*. For each spacin^ the values of q were normnl-
i7od by the corresponding max imum ground pressure at the center of the stagnation
S/' r /line. The data arc plotted versus •'••' "•/— to account for change s In the radial flow
pattern In the upwash at different v.iluou of S. The data for S/O - ."> and G fall along a
line, indicating th.it the dvnannc pres.sure \anation along the upwash center-
line can be lopiesrnted In a power lav; decay. As the spacing is decreased the data
dv.\iates from a straight line because of Interfer-'tice between the upwash and the inci-
dent jet flcnv ,)t this no77le lieight altove ground.
Oil! modeling of the tlo\\ direction in the upwash assumes th.it the radi.il
pattern 01 tin1 wall ict flou on the gioiind contlnues» into the upwash after the colht-ion
of v..dl lets, ,'t the >ti»gnat»on line. The \ u i i a t i o n of d \ n a m i c pvessuno along tin. up-
wash at ro'i^tant huignt above gi ound c in I*.' found Irom:
Vif there Is no interaction between upw.ish and impingement zone. Equation (5) ib
plotted in Figure 7-5 for S/D - 4 and Z/D = 2 for comparison with data taken at several
different values of nozzle height above ground.
The variation of upwash properties on the centerlinc at the nozzle exit plane |"
i,
with jet spacing and jet height above ground is Illustrated in Figure 7-f>. Decreasing *•'
nozzle spacing increases the exit plane maximum dynamic pressure, with not much
change in upwash width, until a maximum \alue is leach between 3 and I diameters.
Further decreases in no/xle spacing results in a decrease in exit plane dynamic
pressure.
At low ground heights we encountered instabilities in the upwash at a no-.zlc
spacing of 3 diameteis. Such instabilities appeared as abnormally large fluctuations
in 5 ' io l i e leadings. Kul piobc fluctuations in the upwash were generally found to be In
the lanue of 10 to 20 percent. I'nstablc upwash conditions Increased the magnitude to
o\er .~>0 percent. Such conditions were encountered foi S/D - 3 when H/D was de-
creased to less than 2-1/2. Corresponding fluctuations in ground plane pressure were
noted undei the sanu impmnemrnt conditions, Indii atmg that the entiic upwash flow-
was afteeted. Further decrease in jet spacing provided more stable upwash condi-
tions at low ground heights, but the pressure profiles at the exit plane were somewhat
uns\ mmetric.
i'he flow pioperticf- on the upwv.s'h centerllne at the no?/le exit plane are il-
lusti . i tcd in Figuie 7-7. \ \ lucl i showx curves of constant civnatmc pressure on a plot of
!l-'n \ . ' i s , i s .s/O. 'I he boundaries on tiie left side of tlu? CUITO, Libeled 7" and 10°
lenresent the conditions where the incident jets o\c7'l.tp shear lavei's oefore impinging
on the giound. The il if teienei1 in these two hound.'.nes it. the spreading angle assumed
for the free )et pinnies. The lower boundaix correspond.-, to a s t . i l>ih1\ linnt i l iust ia-
ted on .1 s imi la i plot pi esented ov II . i l l :"id Rnger^ (I lef i - ience 8). He lovn '! iliat stable
impii igt nant tlo\\^ existed it lower values of H / I ) than thc\ indicati'd, l u ' V \ e \ r - i . .m
unst-i'ile ii-gior dots appe.ir to exi-^t : i i o u n > S S/l) - ,! .it- illustrated b\ the dasiicri ngio:i
^keU hed in F i n n i c ''-T
At the closest nozzle spacing, S/U - 2, we found tliat the upwash w.is mildly
unstable at 11/13 = 2-1/2 and 3, but not for lower or higher values of 1I/D. Such insta-
bllities would disappear if the symmetry of the impingement flow was disturbed. Mis-
alignment of the ground plane b> a few degrees would smooth out the instability
described above. In addition, excessive blockage by a probe support could stabilize
this type of fluctuation.
Effect of Bodies on Upwash
Since the basic analytic procedures assume isolated upwash behavior, using
the two-jots as a building block, a brief experimental study was undertaken to determine
the oftects of adding various surfaces. Figure 7-8 illustrates the effects of the pres-
ence of our all craft model on flo\\ properties in the up\\ash. The total and static
pi-essure profiles along the uowabh cenlcrline are shown for 1I/D = G and S/D - 5 with
and without the model in place. At tills height abo\e ground the change in centerline
upwflsh profiles caused b\ the model is significant onlv at points closer than one nozzle
diameter from the fuselage underside. The static pressures increased
as the flow stagnated on the bottom of the model. Figure 7-9 shows the effect on the
upw.tsh of the models used in the force experiments at the exit plane for a lower height
aboM giound (H/D -- 3) and a closet' no/zle spacing (S/D - -i). In this case the models
.ilteied the flow properties of the upw.ish bs producing lowered static and total pros-
sureh. The greater the Uxh .uc.i, the greater the etfect, although it \ \as not large
foi an\ cat.es. Tlus effect does not appear to altei the »oneral Ivluvior of the flow
but a coriectlon tor its cfleet*- on the genei.il pressure k \e l may l>o needed.
Efloi't ol Adding a Tl.mi Jet
To determine the influence of a third jet on the propeilies of the upwash
formed Ivtweon two jets, probe sune\s were taken across one of the upwash flows
w i t h and without the thud |et in opor.'Uum. The prlm.ir\ \ti pair w.it- spaced at S/n =
I. 'J'he th i rd let was located at eithoi .s'll - 3. Si', and S/O = 3. (i9 w i t h lospect to the
other h\o icts (3.3 and 3. J) \ \ i t h it"-;)Vct to the hue connecting the firt-t two ict centci-
llnes (:-.ee "sketcli on Ficaii- 7-10 and 7-1 li. |
I
The impingement '--.fometI-N. u- i l lu- t ra ted In ri;;im> 7 - J O . w i n c h <0iow<; me.T?uiv- |
ments for the clobtst tp:«cinsi of 11.t t h in i iet. 1'iie m:i\tmum dxnamic piv^uie in thi1
tount.i ln flow ib quite cli^e to the piedietcil fountain location. Note that the maximum
dynamic pressure in the upwash formed between the primary jets is lowered 10Ct l>y
tlie presence of the third jet, even at points that are far from the fountain region. Tin-
direct influence of the fountain presence appears to extend into the upwash about . 75D
from the predicted location.
Figure 7-11 shows a similar plot of maximum dynamic pressure with the third
jet located further from the primary pair., si.Twing that the influence of the third jet |,
on the primary upwash almost negligible. The direct fountain presence again appears
to extend 1.75D. For this case, probe surveys were taken at several heights above f* 1K .-j
ground to investigate the fountain flow. Figure 7-12 shows a comparison of the
properties in the fountain with the properties on the ccntcrlinc of a two jet upwash.
The inclination of the location of maximum fountain dynamic pressure is illustrated in ft?i|l?/>. i
Figure 7-13. t -.
'-. \
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8. JET INDUCED FORCES
Jet induced forces were obtained for two-jet configurations by using a strain
gauge balance for the simulated aircraft surfaces (full aircraft model of Figure 4-1
and fufjclages of Figure 4-3). For the flat plate (Figure 4-10) the force was measured
with three separata strain gauge beams. In all cases, only the let-induced forces were
measured, and the jet thrust was not metric. Jet thrust was calculated from integrated
total pressi re profiles at the nozzle exit plane, including measurements through the
boundary layer.
Forces on Aircraft Model
The aircraft design u&cd in this study is shown in Figure 4-7. A scries of
experiment1? with the basic ait plane (Figure 8-1) showed interference force levels
becoming more negative as the lets were brought closer together, down to a nozzle
spacing to diameter (S/D) ratio of 2.8. Below 2.8, down to 2.4 (the limit of our
apparatus) the foive curves stayed essentially constant. The only hirt of any unusual
bcha\ ior WTS the slightly more positive than expected force levels and the local posi-
tive deviation of the force curve for an S/D of 3.2 around a height of H/D = 1.0.
(This curu' is sho\vn as a dashed !mc in Figure 3- 1 for clarity.)
Strakcs were then attached to the lower surface of the fuselage These strake
surfaces are shown in Figure 8-2. «\'hen strakes were added, a much more complicated
si tuat ion de\eloped. For aid in observing a<Kl understanding the behavior, these data
are presented in a series of three graphs in Figure 8-3. Figure 8-3(a) snows that be-
ginning at modcratelv wide spaciiigs (S/D = 57) the interference forces ( A F/ ,) are
positue over the range of H/D inves t iga ted . As the jet spacing is decreased, the forces
Ix-voim- larger up to .1 spacing of S/D = lt and then stay approximately constant to S/D
- 3. J. 1 ' j gu io w-3('j) ((.-.-.rrjini; over the curv for- S/D = 3. '2) indicates that at a spacing
o f b / D - 3. 1 the flov, became v e i v unsu-adj lot heights between approximately H/D = 1 . 3
and J. i. I lie loin.1 kveis \aned ove.! the range indicated in the shaded area of the fig-
u i e . \ i . t l ie ^pacin;', deeieased .still t u t t h e r , t ins unsteady boh.uior ci ibappeau'd, but a
it. _i i Hi lit ,ii t in . so s., -.-«.• M/'P's o^ 'Li . . i e t i v.hvre the foi ce fell l i o m the S/I) -- .i,'2 value to
a nuicl ' I U H I M \ i ba , i lie \ \ id th (in !1/D v a l i n _ s ) of th i s region oi lov.<_red torces givvs
\\iui. i as .s/i) \ \ a -> (kc ieased u n t i l ior spaciniu. le^b tU.i.i ?/!' = -!.£> li'e hi^K'i loiee
region did not occur at nil. After this point the general force level again showed a
slight increase \\ith closer spacings down to S/l) = 2.4. Tor these close spacing
another much smaller unsteady transit ion area occurred near a height of !!/D = 5.,
This was a transition between the forces with strnkcs and the lower force levels
(negative) without strakes.
The changes in general level and shape of these interference forces with
strakes were found to be a property of the upwash flow itself, rather than its interac-
tion w i t h the aircraft, as noted in Section 7.
The alic\e experiment!- were conducted wi th one specific aircraft di sign.
L'arller work indicated that details of the body geometry could strongly a Sect the in-
terference toives also (Reference (>) . An example of this is the effect 11 the fuselage
corner radius- Making the fuselage corner radius sharper produces positive inter-
ference forces.
To conduct a systematic investigation of the effects of body geometry we used
a series of simplified onciics, as well as extens've measurements and modeling of the
basic ict/upwrtsh flows.
Die lir«-t series of experiments involved cylindrical bodice (shown in Figure
1-S), -unuljr to lhe aircraf t I'USL lai;e in the previous scctiin, with varying lower sur-
f.iee contour. In . iddition to cont inuing that a fuselage-tvpe surface can experience large
posi t ive toices m-giound-cffect it w .1^ found that there was a change between attached
flow a i ound the IxxK and '-epaiation at tlie lower comer as tlie comer radius was
changed. Flow usiuh/ation photos us ing tufts show this beh:n ior cle.nh (Figure 8-5).
'1 he M u t c h between att.iehed and ^ejiaiatec! How \\ . is found at a corner radius to body
\ \u l ih ( i / w ) of 0. 1SS. At this ladiu* both flows could exist, and could ix? switched by
s of tlie flow.
I lir e l tec t of comer i 'duis on the Intei ference loieet. is shown in Figure 8-3.
rH';;irrni4 l iom a ' - l i . i iTi t onu i w h i c h lesults in a la rye pos;ti\e inte' teieiice force,
the fence dec rea&es .us the co ine i laduts it< incrca.sed. \Vhcn the flow s \\lteheij from
M.TI I i i ion it tl'.e comeis to a t ta i hed flow (r/ "- ('. K^S), the- to iee iump-a u p w a i d *o .1
lais ier \a lue . 1 urt lu-i inert. a«-e in the radiiih icsulls in a i etui n to the tiend of de-
c ic . iMPu ton i ' w i t i i UK ic.isui;: i . iduis .
The occurrence of a larger upwa*-d force (body "drag" in the upvvash flow) for
attached flow than for separated flow is understandable wi th reference to the pressure
distributions of Figure 8-G. The pressures on the lower surface and the upper surface
aie affected by the change from separated to attached flow. The pressure on the upper
surface is very near ambient when the flow is separated. When the flow is attached
the upwash above thrt body acts as an ejector and produces a larger negative pressure
which, in this particular case, is a positive interference, or lift. The pressure
distributions of Figure 8-6 also show the reason for the sensitivity of the forces to the
body geometi-y. The Integrated pressures (forces) involve two areas on the bottom
surface, one positive, one negative. The resulting force is therefore the small dlffer-
(\ice between two large numbers, and vci'y sensitive to shifts in the curve.
Another study area was the effect of the strake depth on interference forces. [f
Figure 8-7 shows a continuing increase in upwards forces with increased depth. The 1
cur\e for r - 0, no strakes »'s a reference line. This was the curve of greatest inter- [
fcrence force in Figure 8-3. Note tint also a brx'y with a cor wr rat'.ius and fiLtcxi with |
str.ikes which are level with the fuselage bottom section produces a higher interfer- \
eiicc force than the flat bottomed bod\. j
\ \ i th .1 str.i!:e dopth of °/D = 0.125 a series of experiments was conducted I
w i t h tl.rcc diffeicnt bod\ \\idths, U/D = 0.5, I. 0, and 1.3. Results of this series ;>re I
shown in Figure 8-3. A pi ogress ion of higher forces with greater body width ic seen,
but the thinnest Ixxly does not ha\e as fast a drop off of force \\ith height aljove ground
as found for the? other two. All thiec of these Ixxlies are enveloped by the upwash for
\nines ol H/D doun to 1.
rxtenttinu this investigation to other classes of Ixnlics; a lower fineness i.
ratio (L/D -; '2. f vice l(i for the fuselage type Ixxly) rectangular body \\a.s tested with )
and wi thou t stras.es (Figui-e i-9}. Nozzle spacings uetwccn 2.4 a«l 1.0 result in nozzlos '
cont-iuicd \ \ i t lun the pi.inform.
\-
Inti-i tViviKo louvc on those lx>dict> w i th strakes f Figure 8-9) have much ,*,
l.U^i-i ncg.-tivt' v a l u e s than those tor the meet-ding cases. This icsults IVJCMUSC of tho v
l . uuc i i . iea lor th i - lo\»cr - infaco pressures to affect . We found no s i g n i f i c a n t ctfert f
P-
of t'ic corner t adui* or the upptr surLu-c corner gcomc'iry toi inis lK>d\. 'J he addition '
of sti.iki-i- .m.ii.i pixiduc'ed A large- )iot.itivc incrtimt-nt in foioc-s, and a region of J
11
unsteady flow developed for S/D = 3.0 and height above gix>und between S/D of 1. 5 and
2.5 (Figure 8-9).
A survey of the effects of strake heigiit : nd s>+rake spacing were conducted ut
a nozzle spacing (S/D) of 4.0 (Figures 8-10, 8-11). Variation of the stroke spacing pro-
duced some changes in the force curves, with an optimum at some Intermediate
spacing. In all ca> 3s significant positive forces resulted. The positive force incre-
ment due to the strakes (Figure 8-10) Increased with increasing strake height up to
atxmt <Vr> = . 25. Doubling, of that \:ilue produced very little change.
Also examined briefly was the flow with a very largo plate at the nozzle exit
plane, using a square plate 12D x 12D, with a nozzle spacing of S/D - 4. 0. Large rn-g-
ati\e forces wore found without strakes, but for this 'Vehicle" the large positne force
mcirmerts w i t h strakes did not occur (Figure 8-12). hi fact, for some values of ll/B
the strakes resulted in more negatue forces.
1 ' .Uil 1 i f i i ( nt . u i r r t f i force-- .
v
--'. M i . i l v i - n-.I 'll '>r . Iho , u i c r ilt ! iu«lc- l .
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8-11. - Strike Location effect on rectangular body
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9. THE DEVE t-OPMENT OF A TIIEOHETICA I. MOREL
The problem of single- vertical axlally symmetric fet Impingement has been
studied both experimentally and tlieoi-eticallv by many in\ estimators. A survey of
some of the pertinent literature can be found in Rcf. 9 with n sketch of the basic Row
shown in Fjg. ">-}. Downstream of tlie nozzle there Is a velocity decay region dm- to
turbulent mixing followed by a stagnation region on the ground plane and deflection
parallel to the ground plane until the pressure returns to ambient. At tliat point the
velocity is a maximum. Turbulent mixing will then govern the bcliavior of the radial
wall jet.
The impingement region has been treated theoretically for an inviscki irro-
t . it ional or uniform incident profile (e.g. , Hef. 10, 11, 12). An analytic inviscid solu-
tion (i.e. , Kulcr Eqs.) uns generated for the impingement region due to a rotational or
fulh dm eloped uu.-dont piollle. in Hef. 1,1. More recently, numerical solutions have
been generated for the iotation.il unisciu impingement problem using a frozen vortic-
u\ concept ( l ief . 11). These approaches, although theoreticalh sound, have deficien-
cies when compared to experimental data c\en when coupled with a boundary layer
analysis. For exairple, .%n\ imiscid solution of the impingement region n ill yield i
\ \ . t i l jet juo\vih thai is imorseh proportional to the i;idial distance l"i-oni the stagnation
point .ind .1 iiMMinuin \e looiU along the w a l l equal to the maximum \elocily of the in-
cident profile. Thib l<:li.i\ior is neAei quite achie\ed in the physieal flow. No ade •
qu.ite tlH-oiotie.il anahsis is callable that couples the jet dcea\ , impingement region,
and rei5iilt:'..it turbulent \\all jet.
In the present stud\ semi-empliical models are forirailated for eaeh ivgion
and eoiniled togethei to simulate the plubi i 'a l flou . Momentum is consei'ved and the
rie ' i l input to each legion is \\ell defined and capable of ex-pen mental \enfu.Mtion.
"J he establishment of .1 \eitieal let limnngement model is the basis toi the >>e-
huMoi ot t\\o ids imp.ngimr on a ground plane. A sketch ot the 0(v.\ problem is .^hov, n
in i mine ')-j. 1'itaiie ''--(a) -Oiows the \ e i t i c a l nl I I H - ^ .u ' . t a ip 'Mg the jet s i M g n a t i o n points
.':u! the gn>un« l pi me. i . . i v h ji t in i j ' v i 1 ^ l <'^ Oil the giouul plane ::nt! d e H f e t ' - to form \\ . ' l l
sets. I '>e ua l l jets l l u n uueiact •'•'•1-ii form an upu.ish defleetio'i /on'.1 \ \ l u - r e the \ \ . i i l
jets loihdi- ".".i! lie tin ' l td "nv.anl l e . u t n g the giound pi. me. liie stapialiyn l ine lies
on the i;roiiiMl in The M-rt ioal plane <>f s ^ - n m e t i v 'x'h^een t in 1 tv\o unpinning iet.s. The
',-1
maximum upwash stagnation pressure occurs at the midpoint of the line connecting •
the two jtt stagnation points on the ground. The ground pressuie then drops off with
lateral distance along the stagnation line. Figure 9-2(b) shows the radial stre.imliuc
pat te rn tha t has been observed ( H c f . 3) both in the ground plane and in the verti-
cal plnno of symmetry between the two jets. Tins flow situation only exists when
the jets nro spaced far enough apart so that the jot impinpen'cnt zone docs not
interact or has n negligible effect on the upwash deflection zone.
Figure 9-3 sho\\s a sketch of the flow pattern when the jets IUAC a & pacing
such that the jet Impingement pressure rccover> Is not achie\ed before the up\\ash
deflection occurs. In tint, situation, some of the \\all jet streamlines interact \ \ i t h the
upwash deflection /one so that ambient pressure is not achle\ed along the entile up~
\\ash def lec t ion line. Hence , a boundarv of minimum pressure occurs between the
jet Impingement and upu.ish deflection zones (Figure 0-3). This boundary is a res alt
of the matching ol the pressures in these h\o legions.
In general, the fio\\ in the up\\ash sheet U-haxes as a free shear flo\\ in ihat
it j -vhibi ls ts pu-al turl>ulent mi\ ing jelur. lor tor the decay of tot.il pivsi,urc and \eloc-
lU . Figuie '.»- 1 si'ou.; .1 sket i l i b:isetl upon empirical observations ot \\hitt ma\ h . i , i ] w > n
\ \ h e u the1 u\o jets aiv •> f i'\ elo.ie 01 H!st prior to co-ilcseence into a memed )tt \ \ i ih no
upua.-li 0 (A\ . Lp'i1. i.sh !lo\\ docs not exist in the \eriical plane containing th«. i- ' t sta-,-
uation points but dee., Oi-cii! l . - teralh. 'i'ne sticamhnes are th\iMted alx>ut a :'one of
no in . )» \ . i>h fkw near the centei 01 the up^asli slieet.
It Is the intent of tin's s'm)\ to model the lxvha\ior of two closeh sp.icud jets
in tc i ..i tim; te- to: m an up\ \ash -sheet. L'e\\ in\estig.:tO) -s ha \e attempted to stud\ th is
pivblei1,! in .in\ ilot.ul f! \ef . 3, 1. .">, J(> and 17) and little nap kno.vn aixiut the behavior
ot i'1'^ch .spaced jets pi ior to this studv.
Alihoi ig i i -oiiie s e s u l t < for t!-.e two uvt inipmnenicnt problem have been nb-
lainod b\ muiie: ieal uite '"i ation of the Naviei-Stot.es- eqii.itior.c . ( lu - f . 1~>\ . tlit- t N ^ e i
5 ; ' r i u n e h i s M t a m U i1- i.c: ,t p i r . u l i c i l .ipoioaeh at the i o r ient t.pu\ Ti;rbulcnce mcv'rl-
.u-, i i',;,'!1.'t in Icn i - t 1 ! .-.v'.-K -, and boiinr) n t ( .n i i ' l ix iors , a -^u lc f i o i ' i t omiHil.iti":!.1.! time,
,!..si' • ID: I ' . i i i . i b i e I .sr us i ) l i t " . : i i i i . g v . d u l s u l i i i u m s ni i ' i i : '-.":ivu !• "•%;».r . t •. • i i . . i
t i o n - . \ ' I ' . io ' i '• nv'ei s f i in -e i i ipn ' ie . i l I'.i.n.'-' M.t lit n u u i e l i n i , i i > ' ; ) i t u n '•• •- t u \eM
.!•» i l l " O! l!;ed ! i i * l i > \ , '
Jet Impingement Models
The j»t Impingement problem is subdivided into three major regions:
9 Free jet decay
e Impingement or deflection
« Wall jet
Each of those finite regions are further subdivided into minor regions where
the flow transitions from imlseid to turbulent behavior. For simplicity, a power
function of the form,
is used to simulate both prebsine and -velocity beha\ior. This functional form was
first used by Abramsvich (liof. IS) lor she.ir layers.
!>. 1 Froe Jet Doe ay Model
I'iguie 0-5 snous a bketch of the Uisic Jot decay model, subdhtded into three
rejiiont.:
• potential core
o t i .n iMtion
e fulh turbulent
The ludf \e)oci t% bcnmd.iiy growth in e.u-h region can lx% determined largeU
fiom exiieriment.il d.'t.i. The nuxlel .' spumes a simple linear Iwundary gi'owth in each
legion.
The constants governing the half velocity boundary growth In the transition
and fully developed i-egions have been detei-mined empirically. In addition, iho
potential core length and fully developed similarity exponent of the velocity profile
must 1x2 specified.
The prowth constant of the hnlf-vclocity boundary in the potential oorc
region i<? determined by matching the boundaries at the end of the potential core.
(o. - I)
In addition, a linear decay in potential core radius, r , is assumed, or
,
>>, ' ' •
.1 po
Further, the parameter Z T r M , Is determined by matching the boundaries
*J 1 l->
bet\\eenthe tianbition ami fulh developed regions.
I ) .
Tl'.e stiitic prrsbuie in iho jet ai the uo//le exit i."- as'-umfd to ix1 ambient.
Tin momentum equation car. then be uii t ten :ib,
M -- -p\ " . r " - - / > x r i l i dv' -• I'ON.Vl AM (9-1)
J N
lot \ ( i , / ' .
t(n .> » ,





Cj-v is an integral of the profile function. In the fully developed region
this integral is assumed to be a constant.
The general form of the velocity profile is chosen as, (after Ref. 18),
I \aj ) 2
-V- . r,^ - i i _ (^. JIL ) '
V 1 - U , , , / I <9-*>m
r
where 17 = -—
J
Substituting into eq. 9-3 and integrating, yields
, . ^ I i - -i- . -Ji- - —L-
 4 _J__lSV -JC" .] -2 'JC } 2 0.2 a i- 1 3a • 2 laI J J
(,  o ) , , (1 - P
   'JC J J
7
.ir " nJC ) o * 1 ' 2o , •- 1 " :m ' l ' -IQ f l i (3-5)i J J j J i
wliu-h i.s a general expression for C^,.,
 T integral as a function of potential core
lad i i t o and v<'locit> e'^jonent ft ..
The ratio of half \elocity \\idth f jet \ \ idtl i can be determined from (9-1) as,
1
M
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Thus, given T
 JC and the half velocity boundary b.j., the solution of equation
(7) yields the cxponentar goxermng the \elocity profile in the potential core region.
The exponent a rr,,-, is known at Z = Z . The fully developed exponentJ 1 \s pC
aIFD is also given empirically for Z > Z™.
Thus, the velocity exponent^.,, must vary accordingly in this region. By
prescribing the condition that the jet half radius (b.) rr.ust vary continuously from
the end of the potential core region to its known \alue in the fully developed region,
the ti"insltion exponent a ,.r can be computed asj i
ln
Thus, the momention equation (0-7), given 7 ,p = 0, can Ix; used to determine
the maximum veloeitv :
(9-9)
9.1.2 L'ulU Dc\ eloped Hegion - In this icgion similarity of the jc t profile is
•i.ssumed (r - 1.5} .tp.d, tluib, the ratio of half \elocity \sidth to jet radius
and the snmlaiity inlegnil are const.uits. Tlie M'locity, as determined from
equation (0-9), decay? imcrsely proportional to the half width or '/.,
Fin uro 9-6 s>ho\\s a t\T»ical result for m'lxinnon velocity decay and
l)oundar\ guiv.-th in t l ie f i ee jet compared \ \ i th some te.st data from Kef. 1'J.
9. '1 Jt-i De'leclion
1' igui i 9-7 show'- a sketch of the scaling par.micters for the jet irnpinf.ement
proli lem. At ^ome lieight, A,, the incident jet "fet-ls" the e f f e c t of tne ground plane
.iiui the ci i i t c ihne \t ' lociu dc'cieat.e'- and i in . i l l , slagnates at t';e pound. The jet
mixing is innib iU 'd s D n u w l ' . ' t in tlio (ii'n.-lei.ition ic '} ' ! r >n, a l though t l '_ st^^Tation
pietfci i re is oltocn. i-d to 1-j lev e: tl'en tl:e total p i t b s u r c of the jcl ti the ground
i Hot i idul i t A , . < l t ! i > to tne e f f e c t s ol n i ! \ i n t r in thi.- ( iccrl 'MMt'o; ' i eg- ion . Vic
impingc:ncnt hal t \ i . - l o c i t \ l a i l iua an. I halt v. idth \\ ill U iihud to iuili'icr •>( al<; the
ua l l jet 1041011-^.
The groiud effect height has been determined experimentally and is guen
from reference 11 as,
-^ = 1.2 for -7- < ( i .8
dK UN
7- = 0.133 (l + -7-
S \ *K
for -7- > 6.8
dN
The stagnation pressure is also given in reference 11 as,
AP / V \2
\ r
where ir / h \ hk
 ' 1 00! - .003 — \ for — s 5..")
<JX / (1N
—^- - f l.a.'i - O . O M > —\ lor 5..j i — i 10.0
VN V dN/ dx
r h , n
, u . o , *-"\ ^
The ]ct I ' l ipjngemcnt radii are determined from the jet decay model. The
impingement or deflection radius on tlie ground, r , is defined to bo the location
whore the pnibburc in the ground plane roaches ambient conditions.
9. 'J . I Ground Pressure D i s t r i b u t i o n . -The empirical input data requirements arc.
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\\here C (a ) - — —•— - -tSPg g 2 » i J ail ya t 2 la . j
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This equation \ iclds the exponent n . of the pressure recovcrj function that
satisfies the momentum condition.
The deflection radius r is estimated empiacallj' and in nondimensional
lor iu
r
-3 .0. . -
rJH, d.N
3. d for —
N
Figure 0-S t.ho\\s the k ind of con. >fion achieved for the pi-escurc
d i > t i i b u t i o n or. the tn'ound t'l'oni t lub sisiiplu prr,c> ' >re. Lnfoilunateh , the d





A momentum balance is performed with the integral of the ground press ure *" ;''
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9.2.2 Wall Jet Transition Model. - The v\all jet transition model conUtts of throe
subregions:
i) Inviscid deflection region where the effects of viscosity nre assumed to
be negligible except in a region close to the \\all and near the edge of the
deflected flow. In this region, the inner boundary layer is established as
governed by axially symmetric stagnation flow.
Li) Transition region where the effects of \iscosity are beginning to
dominate and the inner boundary layer and outer shear flow transitions to
the fully developed turbulent '.\ all jet.
ill) Fully developed flow where the effects of turbulent viscosity dominate
and the static pi ess lire through the wall laver is considered arnbient, or
fully recovered. In this region, the nearly similar wall jet develops.
The mvi&cid deflection region is assumed to occur u der the half veloci.y
\udth ( f j j j ) of the incident jet profile. The pressure distributor on the ground was
determined in a previous section as
The maximum vclocth in this region can be predicted adequate!) from
Bernoulli's equation as,
M
v.here 0 i (9-12)
The i n i t i a l !x:und.u\ l avcr thiekncs^ 6 at the- s tagna t ion point is assum&e
to tx- ix)th a function of no//le height above giound and of Reyno lds number. (Rof . 20).
6 ^ i^ assumed to uc ile!torpur '«. ' t i empir ic . i l ly . 1 h>_ c!c tO' 'n i in , i t ion of ihe n i ax i inun i
\ i l ' » _ i t v v a r i a l i u n i>- the oiiiv r c q i i i r c - i i i e n t of t h i s ivgion since the : n a \ M n u i ) i total
pi i"*-5iii (_ 1s- .issiniK'il lons tan t .
\ nrxlrl intLst !». u'-t . i t i l isii i .d tlu'.t rn-itclu't the i i i \ i s c n l » • • > . i m u i n - ' e l o c i t v ' it
i'i(.- end ot the i ' i \ i - -^ t id I L ^ I O I I c inci l i . m M t i o p i j to .1 iiJl\ t u i h u l e n t " .Ui |et^ I igurc 'l-'J
v p > ) - ' , ^ ,i .sReteh ol tlie \ \ . d l je-t t i .msit ion boi«ulai\ grou.lh ir-xji 1. 'I'"e- Pi&d«-l consists
nf b\o l . ive - i s . ' i!ce- in re i 'noumiaiv l a v i r i l o v , and outer slu ;•!•. J 'e fiJ.1,', di- eloped






For simplicity, /"> and /3. ~ 1.S 0 L.
The form of the boundary layer growth arises frotn ex]x;nni. ntal obscrvaiiop.
(Hcf. -0). The thickness of the boundary layer appeal's to be relatively constant in
the vicinity of the stagnation point or iu the InviscnJ deflection region. The boundary
layer prows relnti\ply slowly until pressure reco\cty takes place £ad then the
Iwimrlaiy layer growt- with radial distance from the stagnation point. This delay in
boundary la\cr growth is the reason for the choice of the alxne function \\hlch
precludes the establishment ol complete sinnianty in the w f i l l jet profile,




' b L 0 =
Tlvis, i h •• limit or tl-.e ratio ot the lx>ununrj layei 1 'Otyht to the half velocity









Tin's \ aiuc is in agree m out \ \ i th other investigators (Hef. 21).
The moi'L- .unbnruous value of K^ in the limit can be oomputod from,
D'joJ
- 1 i where nv.'Fd
— «
i*r<*£t f*a
vvliich is slitfhtiy smaller t han the of ten quoted value ol I/O ar.d niny be the
result of the Uni te tonn of the ehosen profi le .
9.2.3 Velocity ami Static Vies sure Profiles, - Figure 9-10 shows a .sketch of U\e
txvo layer model chosen to represent the vcloolts ami static pressure profiles In the
developing \\ail layer. The inner txnimlarv iajer veloelty profile is approximates!
by the well kttoun turbulent power law,
J.
NXLr^i I _L N
\ in I K. Iin \
 (s '




and K -- iur 0 , t *
Tlio tlatle pivt-suix* aero^s the i>otnular\ liner ts ;^su:ned <'cn::t:int. or
± \ > ( r _ _ 7 _ \
Oil' ( r ) ~IP
r i \ i - outer ^heai l . i \er piofiles aie appioKim.itecl b\ t in 1 lu
Y ui }in
°U I '
i'he i . t l io of the halt \e loei tv height to the \\.ill laver lu'iiiht e.in
clelermined In , '
'i .:, ! 1» idi . i l M o n u n U i m Mus l . i j U i t i o n . - I'he uo\ 1-1 niii;' ei[ii.nii''.i toi tlie flo\\ in t h t -
. i l l | i t ! • - t o n i i u l . i t e i l ; i^ i i . n ' i , , ! i i H H i u ' r . t i t i n \1\ i \ t < < | i i . i t i D n
\'.' .1-1 i i u i ^ i u l tl«i\\ vo lu ' to i i i>t t l ie e\.ut i i - l i t i K i i . ' i ' e < i i ' . n ' » > n s ( l u - t . 1 1) i l e in
U- ,--h'vlA!!, t i o i u t 'u- t:i; U i ' l - 1 . '.npU'.u'al ^o l i s t i un , l!1!'. i i u > in.mmune oi t u t 1 t i - i i n i u > n t i i i M
.V' '
flux in :iny \v:ill jet sector summed o\er 2 n is exactly equal to the thrust of the inci-
dent jet. This is the basic principle used *o construct the following equation where
a pressure term Ins Iwun added to account for the static pressure variation in the
deflection region.
> ,
M — f . , ( » j l t . ) f t 1 , , l c < r ) -= | {iV"(r, '/) » AP(r. '/.!} rd/ (9-17)I' ., Al \\ i v l \ IS. '
.'r - u
The alKno equation applies lx>th to the transition region and fully developed
ual l jet. In the transition region, a static pressure \ar ia i ion exists in the wall layer
due to the streamline deflection and hence the pressure term on the HI1S of this
equation. Because of th? stie.imhnc deflection, the momentum HUX in the ladial
direction doet. not achle\o itt> cons'ant oj'.tlnnim va lue until in-essui'e ix'coveiy occurs.
The function f » j ( ' ! i i - ) °" the LIIS reflects tlie change of radial momentum in the
deflection region.
Hence, the l-cluwor of tins Junction miiit be such Ui.it,
and I (r) 1 l « > i i .^ r
Tne second Umction i\ on the T - l i S of tins equation is a term ref lect ing
-'vis ' '
t in1 losses in momentum due to skin fuction or shear at t in- \\ . i l l . This term Ix-comcs
ii iport..nt at la rue distances trom the stagration point. Its behavior can lx> approxi-
mated b\ ,
IP p.ii . smetnc t o r m the radial T.o'.iciit uin Hu\ ei|. ( i t - 1 7 ) can hi: l u r t h e r
i xpi e---eil .i1-,
The integrals of the velocity squared and pressure profile functions vary
with radial distance, or
csvvv ( r )- '
1
FI> ( ? 1 KV °\v)dc
Integration of the profile functions, 0-11 and 9-15 yield,
(9-1P)
\\here
In tl'.cso equations o and K, ;ire functions of r.1
 w 6
The momentum flux equation can then \x- rewritten as,
A-» mentioned mvxiously, the i.ulsal r.iopicntum function i^. n,) is ivl.ite 1 to
tin- in c.sv,i.iii> i, oo\e:\ m the tlefli 'ction rx-juon. The approximation is r.u\\ in t ioduc i -d
tna t t!u i . u l i il moi i ic r tum flux is j « ' l a t f ( i to the piei.Mire n»cn \ e i \ iun t t ion t (i "< tn .
U '\
'•-1 !
The behavior of this function is such that when pressure recovery occurs at
the wall all of the streamlines ir the layer are assumed parallel to the wall.
The maximum velocity at the start of the wall jet at r = r .... it, given by the
inviscitl Bernoulli equation,
The initial Ixiundary layer thickness 6 is Assumed constant throughout the
imiscld region. Tlie initial height of the \\all lajer Is estimated to be the ground
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Gi\en tlie muscid startup maximum \elocl t>, the ir.oi.ienlum flux equation
can K> sohert for the initial half elocity w i d t h b ,„ of the profile as
I (i. > K (n
M U t \\ X
\
1\\
U l U >
" •) ''"" -m<i '.MM*"')!!,'
' ( i
1 he \ i ' l « i ' i t \ p 'Ml i l e e\ i>re--.-iKtn also
dp on nui i il \ . 4 l u e - oi K. . !• , «, , 7 < N < 11, . i . 'Kl /V, ,^ ; the .iho\e
I \MI i i;ti.mo'ii- !>.;• t- l.hi tv> o u n l . i n > \ i n ? !>_ .'nd f> .., 'I hi solut ion <U i .<js , ')--l!:t . i iul
> ' o h i - > t i ' t nuti i l .•-( utin;; p io f i l o I L > I the v a i l l . i \ e i .
Figure 9-11 shows a comparison between the Initial profile predicted by this
method and the exact solution for an inviscld rotational fully developed impinging jet
at some distance beyond the deflection region us given in Hef. 11. Tins simple pro-
cedure- yields nn inviscid starting profile not unlike that of the exact invlscid solution.
To compute tho maximum velocity variation and ooundary along the wall, a
fully developed value of the exponent c , must be prescribed. This value is chosen
to be at ., •- 1. 5 after Abramovich (Kef. 18). The turbulent wall exponent N mu^t
also be prescribed throughout the wall la\er and has experimental values ranging from
7 < N < 15
The \a lue of 7 is chosen to be the lully developed \alue at the end of the Impingement
icjrion. The variation of the exponent a
 w throughout the deflection region has to lie
prescnljcd \ \ i t h the boundary values gt\en by,
ft\\ - a . at r = rn.\\ i - Jl 1 1
°u - «,.D at r > r0
Due !<> .1 la ik of cmpirual or thcoietic.il oudence in regard to the beh;i\lor of the > no--
file in t ' i t - deflection H-J.IOP, a Dimple l im>a>- \ariation of the exponent w as assumed.
The h.slf \elocit\ lieight is deteiriined for the initial profile ,<nd its behc>\ior
at tlie end of the dcQc«.L.on region is also knoun. Hence, the half \elocity bch.iMoi
a.ssumcs a simple l inear \ a i u t i o n matched to the full* de\ eloped height at th^ end of
the deflection region.
'1 ho m.i.\imum \elocit\ in t h > > deflection region can then be computed as,
...J l l i
In the fully developed wall layer, this expression reduces to,
V
Mi • i »» ."i * i *~» m
 f
—— - ••; •. r ; • l for r > r
VN \ l \ /b \ N 0
Fijvme 9-12 slious a typical numerical result for the boundary layer thick-
ness?, as a ratio with reflect to Uilh the wall lialf-veloelty thickness and layer height.
Fiuure 9-1IJ sho\\s a typical \ariation of the wall jet profile as a function of rurhal dis-
tance. The \.ui.ition it. ie!athcl> insignificant .ind becomes Aery nearly similar ut>
tlie radi.d dii>tance increases. Figure 1)-1 I shows a typical o\erall result from the
u.dl jt'l t ransit ion model in terms of la \cr Uueknet.sc?, ground pressure, and maxi-
mum \clov. it\ .«lon;j the \\all. 1'i^ure 9-13 bliov.b a comparison \s ith the data of ref. 'iU
of Uie ni>i\imum \eloci t \ \arlation for different no/./le lici^lits. Oeneralh good a^iee-
meiii i-^ ael'.eued. In eom.>anson, the Ie \el of m.iximum iiu'iscul ground velocity
at ea ih no//le luij;!it is .ilso m.irted oil.
'I. .> 'IV o-.MJnlei at-tioii Modi 1
I i^ i i ie ; ) - i ( ' , • l ioiis j .skfioli ol tlu Around j)lane c«xjrdinate systems (or t!ie
ri\o H't i:i!piii}'ement inU i"U'tion problem. The |etj> ht-.^iate on the ground, deflect in-
to i . ' i d i . t l u . i l l j f t ^ .mi! i-ollii!'.' along" f h u i r pl . ino o! s\ n n n e t r y . The f o r m a t i o n ol an
u p u . i ^ h s t a g n a t i o n .-line, i s , i i -osu l t o l t f > e u p w a r d ileileetion ol t i le \ \a l l je t f low.
Hit1 poin t Mi. on i l l , ' Imr i i nnn ig t i i o je t eeuuM's . is the onl\ t r ue s tagnat ion
p o i n t u i ' t ' i e t ' i e llov\ v-Kine- . to i oM and t l i - t l ee t s \ e r t i e . d ' y . \ t j > o i n t s oi l ol t ! < e
iv tU" i . f i t ' I'lou i-- d i ' l ' . i ^ e i c i i at , 1 1 1 ,ui ' ; lo siu-h t h a t the pressure is r ep resen ta t ive
oi ! ' io s t . i t ' f . i t u n i <>t 1'ie nonnai eo ' i iponent ol t l i e i i i a x n n u n i >. ; i l l |e t v e l o e i t \ . ' i he
l ! i i \ \ eo i ' t i i u i i ' s i ' . id ia l l \ M l i e r d - ' l l ee t ion in to thu up\ \ash --heet is has been ob-
uum 1 ' i e s s i i i i ' i M v ^ c i i i u t i o H along; ' he l 'pv.a-.h ^ t.u, na t i on l n u > . lo
e s i n i i . ' i i l l i « up'.v i - . i i s i i^n i l ' - ' i i b u- i l o i i ' i - i p i e s s i j i i - i i ,s! i i hu l ion l ' ' c
\ « ' M » i ! \ . i l 'ne- •• I " i i 1 i i : . ) ' i ' i ; ' i ':nis! !»• i . . in ip i iU ' t !
\






Figure 9-17 shows some typical
 tesults compared w i t h tost d n t n . for t l io
maximum xtaptiatlon poliu prossui-c on the ground (as computed from the wall ict
transition nioclel) a.s a function of jet sp.iciiuc. Kairlj good .igrcemcn*- is aclnexed
do\\n to a )c>t ^paciiiK of tuo diameters as a result of the tr.m.sitton mwJel. For
comparison, the full, dc\eloped wal l jet decay is extrapolated hack and yields much
higher pressures than the test data indicate.
In ueneial, the ual l jet transition niotl^l must be tu>ed to compute the
n.aximum \eloeir> :\\m\£ the ht.iiinatioii line lor dose ict sp.uing. For a jet spacing,
N 'd, l a ige cnougli Mich that tlie \»;U1 jet is ful ly de\rlojicd and the )ut deHection
region^ do not interact \ \ i t h tlie up\\ash deflection /one, a simple ex]uvssion can i-e
den\ed to ptv 'dict the iraxmiuni piessiiret. alonj.1, the stagna!ion IIIIL-.
Under these conditions, the \ \a l l |et m iximum \elocitv can L>e vut ten as,
/ V n,U
\ "T








' s . . \ ( J ' n .v is '
(9-29)
If this expression is further nonclimensionuhzcd by the stagnation point
pressure at x = 0, ,^p
<\ -- (Jl VIS (0-30)
01, since S0 =-_S_,
AP (\
uiui; Ib
9-lt> shcnv^ the computed results in comparison \\ith test duta for
s i \er . i l jet sp.\,.'in^s. Tin- : i l>o\t ' e. nvssions cor-c'-^pond to the larger jet spacings.
1 or the closer |ct bp.ieinj;s, c([uation (0--7) is modiriod s-hghtly to account for the
•^t. i t ic I 'lt^^iue \a i ia t ion in the deflection lemon, or,
Al1
Al S)
• o t , " J \ \ - > 1, i IK :i t ed iuc t - to tht. 01 i
The correlation Is very good for spacings above 3. 5. For closer jet
cipacings, the model yields slightly higher pressures along the stagnation line.
0.3.2 Model of Upwash Deflection Zone Without Jet Deflection Zone Interaction. -
In this section, a model for the ground pressure distribution of the upwash deflection ,
zone is developed for the problem of large jet spacings. When the jet spacing is
large enough, such tint the jets deflect into radial wall jets prior to Intel-action, an
upwash deflection zone of high pressures develop. This- zone is demarcated by a Hue
of ambient pressures. External to this line ambient pressures exist in the wall jet
and Internal to this line (y<y ) the wall jet begins to deflect upward and , hence,
de\elops the upuash deflection zone.
Ti.e ground pressures in the up\\ash deflection zone exert a force on the
gi'ouncl plane equal to the normal momentum of the entire up\vash sheet. The normal
momentum of the up\\ash sheet, assuming a radial streamline pattern emanating from
the ji-t stagnation point, can l>e computed simply as
fot ciu' ([ii.uir.int 01 the umuush slicot. In tins expression, the momentum ot the inci-
dent jet is dnideJ e enlvptr unit radi.m in to the wall jet and f inal ly into tile upw.ish
j-hcL-t, The noi-mal momentum of the entire up\\a.sh sheet is then equal to 2M .
IT J
01, roughh , (• ! , of the momentum oi one of the jc'ts.
rqiutinn the nonv d niomentum of the upuash sheet to the up\vash '/one prt.s-t.ure
t l i s t i i l ' . r t i o n , Mi-UK the tollo\\in£ ex
- .*
- I
_- ; ) u.;ii • i i
Relating thib expression to the cylindrical ground coordinate system of an
incident jet (see fig. 9-16), ;md noting that
x = S '.nncc2 u
V
ilx = S . sec (f d</>12 u u
the above expression becomes,
>lla8
AP sec> dv dvi.« u u '
S,
 f \i« r-/J / AP \
' •?! I te —u-^
To develop tins ex-jirebsion luillior, a pressure function nuist be as.sur.ied
the upui ish /one at any location X or angle 0u.
'I he rxpie^Mon lor A I'
 r aloni; tlie sta^iation line v. as developed previoiu»lv,
I. i)-J>. Milis- tJlut ing all this in to eq. (9-35), and noting that




let C = f(n )dn be the profile integral for the ground pressure
SU« J 'ug U}-
distribution.
Now,
(2 t Q )
V1S
An hypothesis about the behavior of the upwHsh zone must now be intro-
duced into eq. (9-38) . as,
c ISJL\ <9-39>
\(*U} 1 1 V ' N /
i\ co^vN u
Tins expression s:!\-s that the up\\asli zone becomes infinite in width and
the radial distance to the stagnation I me also becomes, infiiute as 0 — 7r/2.
Hence, the mass in the vcill jet also approaches infinity. At the same
time, the stagnation line press lire approaches zero. SubstitutinR eq.
(9-39) into the integral expression eq. (9-38) \icld& a finite intesji'al.
ft) °V1S> (0-40)
'\
To deri\e a simple expression toi the up\\.isli zone, usm^ eq. (9-10, and
m.ikin-4. the fuil-iei assumption that there .ire no momentiun losses in the \\all jet, or
= o
ihe lollov.mi; e\pivs--ion c in i>e used to estinviti- the \ \uJth of the up\\ash /.one,
Thus, the initial upwash width is proportional to the jet spacing and depends
on the similarity constants for the velocity squared wall jet profile and upwash ground
pressure profile as well as the slope of the wall jet half velocity growth. If it is
further assumed that the exponent a?
 r of the ground pressure profile is 1.5, an
estimate can be made of the initial width of the upwash zone. Assuming a fully de-







Hence, C =" .415 and
r \ r /\ N /
(9-42)
\ r i Cf~t*zif)
N
For example, at a spacmt, Yd.. - G, the entire \\idth of the upwash deflec-
tion 7one alone, t''e liu<-' connectins; the jet stagnation points is approximately 2.4
nozzle diameters. A more realistic or representative boundary for the up\u<fh de-
flection /one mmjit be the half pressure boundary \\hich can i>e easily computed as,
«" , , i , . > /S^ (9-43)
9.3.3 tp'.wth Momentum Models for Close - Jet Interaction. - To fuither estimate
the lx?ha\ior of the upv,a?h zone on the ground and upwash sheet for closer jet spacmgs,
.. modi 1 foi t'.k. lx»ha\ ior of t!.\. momentum in the up\\nsb sheet miibt be h\pothcsi7-cd.
N-i t l i c K - t - are >, )<tcocl closer, their boundaries bcynn lo inur^o , ;iiid ii redislnbii-
l t ' n > i i i<> • i . - ' i i i v i i n :H i1 ' .1 : i p \ «a s l i ^ 'uvt occar» u n t i l t l ie lets en ilc--.<.'c,' A t t h i ^ nO 'p . t ,
the j n u . i ^ h - lii/el I 'o i-^c"- to e \ i i t l u - M c e . tb.c nc . ' - in . i l or ver t ic . i l m o m e n t u m in tbc
up . . . i - , i | i-. MU ion'-!".'" ^l .mil .1 i - iDi ie ' . • j--t be pi ovuled
The condition for no upwash flow, in the vertical plane of symmetry contain-
ing the jet stagnation points, is presumed to 'oe the nozzle height above ground where
the jet boundaries touch at the ground effect height AT. It is assumed that thej
momentum per unit angle in the upwash sheet has a pai-ametnc form:
M. (9-44)
M (v } =
u u
f_. (<p , h/dv, S/d.,)Mu u N N
In the limit as s/d—*-« , f,, —"\. It is also assumed, that until the jets begin
 to
coalesce, the momentum per unit angle in the upwash sheet is conserved, or equal












. 1 , 1 - i ' r j , ( hVII S
Thus, ulien tlic unpin^cnieut radius of the jet equals the half spncng of
tne t\\o j f t t> , the abo\e equation \ields a zero nior^entuni flux along th" v>
 u - 0
:< ic "nlme.
1 itjuro 9-19 snous the v. ir iat ion in f qiven b\ t h i a model as <> , 'uiction of
.'ntrlo .)iul the parameter a . Thus , this model n v.icatca th . i t as the op.icmp cjctb
sin, ' l l i - i or the no:'7le height gets la igur the momentum in tlie upv .isli sheet is rc-
(itstri 'iteri ;t\\a\ uom the centei'point between tiie t\\o jets. The al.o"e e'-:p.'ossi
L ni IHJ iiul^ei mlem.ittd to \u Id t^e noim.tl momsntum in the up\\ash sheet as-
bii ' iuni: t in t the i ip \^ . ibh stiea;n!ii'.us reiirnn approxin ateh r a f J i a l .
\I I
MuN MJ f 2
~r = '27 la + ? < l - a ) lu :_ u J
The model then predicts that the normal momentuir in the entire upwash
sheet decreases irom a value of 2MT to 4 MT .J J
At nozzle heights where the jets begin to merge, or their boundaries begin
to overlap, another model must be hypothesized. In this situation, it is assumed
that there is a region Ixjtween the jets where no up-.va&h flow exists. It Js no longer
assumed that the momentum in the entire upwash sheet equals the momentum in onn.
of the jets. Hence, for rT > S, a function of the following form is assumed:f J L
M
- sin
and M (>p } = 0 for <? < ^ ,
u i' u uO
The \ a l i e ot 2 .it V - ;r/2 has lx;cn held fixed and the angle v>u denotesu
 o
tiie angle at which up\\r.&h flow exists. This angle is estimated from whatever little










and is a function of tne degree of o\ciiap of the jet bouncHries at the ground effect
height as reflected in the coalescence parameter a . In the limit, when
ri >> yo» the angle <r —»• T'/1. The normal, or vertical upwash momentum,
sn uvnciMl is
Mu\ MI , ..., ^9-4
y-n
Thus, the vertical momentum In the upwash sheet vanishes rapidly as the
jet boundaries overlap or as the jets coalesce as demonstrated in figure 9-19. This
behavior is a result of the diverting of momentum flux into streamlines that become
more parrallel to the ground. In the limit as vu — a* n/2, the amount of momentum
in the upwash streamline does not have any effect on the vertical upwash momentum
because this streamline lies parallel to the ground.
Further improvement in tnese simple models entails further empirical study.
Unfortunately, It is extremely difficult, If not impossible, to measure the upwash
momentum. Hence, the best evidence for such models comes by way of Correlation
between ground up»vnsh pressures and total pressure in the upwash sheet.
9 . 3 . -1 G gneral Approach to the Prediction of IV o - Jet Ground Pressure Distribu-
tions for Close - Jet Spacing.- Figure 9-20 shows a schematic of the ground pressure
phenomena that occurs for close jet spacing where the jet impingement and upwash
deflection zone interact. The upuash deflection zone now includes a portion where
the upwash pressures arc equal to the jet impingement zone pressures. Along this
portion of the upwash boundary the jet impingement pressures do not fully recover.
Hence, the imputing flow does not become eptiiely parallel to the ground before it
begins to deflect upward and stagnate in the upwash zone.
To estimate the belunior of such a flow, it is assumed that the jet impinge-
ment or deflection region is perturbed due to the closeness of the two jets. The
ambient pressure boundary is assumed to ha\e the form:
(9-18)
The upv,a.eh Ixnindax-y 1? assumed to keep the same form except for the
per turba t ion parameter <r, or
Heiornng to figuif 9-20, it can be seen that vhe pi-cs.sure at the mutual
boundary between the uswasli /one and impingement 7 one is i>bo\e ambient until the
intersect ion of the t»vo boundar ies where the pies-sure returns to dinbient . The
jet impingement r.idius to t i n 1 upwash boundary is given by,
9-25
(s., - y (9-50)
The relationshin between the h\o angles v and v
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For n given £ ;md or, the intersection of the h\o boundaries can be found
troni the solution of the following equations:
( S , - \
' " 1
cos
t anv ' ~0
"0
10
t h i s s;i\es tlu- U\o .'.n^
the t»\ o bound. iries.
and yo \vhich complcteU define the intci section of
{'. .?.•!. 1 .let Ht 'f lection Kogion. - To de\elop the an.ihsis, it is assumed that the
integial ot the pressure in tlie jet impingement /one is s t i l l equal to the jet t h rus t ,
or
C0 /u'S,' f r
* } J ±V r d r d
The piessuio i i i toural is clmded into b'-o pails. The first, integral renre-
the pn^-siue in tin.1 region of in te i ac t ion bet\\ren the t \ \c> deflection /.ones u h e i e
a minimum pressure boundary exists.




Substituting Info eq. 51-52,
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'1 lien the above expressio- reduces to, upon HOP. dimensionalization,
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Unfortunately, the first part of this integral does not lend itself to analy-
tical integration. Aside from its complexity, the implicit nature of r ( < f ) with re-
spect to fu makes numerical integration a necessity.




<). .>. 4. 2 l'pu:>sh Deflection Zone. - In the upuash deflection zone, the normal com-
ixjneut or \ertical momentum in the upwash sheet is assumed given by the momentum
models described in section 9.J..J.
Hence, for a quadrant of the upn.'sh zonet
— / ') \
Mi./ f f~u :!
---7-1-- Si AP sec (p <\(f> dv
1 *JQ J 0 U ^U « '
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In (he in t e i av ' t i o 'A region ot" the ujwash /.one, the upwasli pressures are .is-
-umed ui\ en in ,
o u i r 4
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Substituting into cq. (9.5G),
(9-58)
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Unfortunately, these integrals also do not lend themselves to analytical
integration and must be numerically evaluated.
9.3.4. 3 Overall Solution. - To obtain the solution for the ground pressure patten for
a given spacing and noz.y.le height, the following two simultaneous equations are solved
itcratlvsly for € u n d e r ,
FJ.(c,a) - IT-I -1 = 0
1 J , J _
1 2
 (9-61)
and F < « , * ) = • X y - l -I - 0
Ui L Ul U2
\\h_-re I., and I.., aie the two integral expressions for the jet impingement
region and 1 and I ., correspond to the integrals for the upwash /.one.
The Newton I terat ive scheme co iMsts jf,
. i OF OF
I \ .. . Ui
(9-62)
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and the lunction .uul itt. partial ilcnnatncs are evaluated at the value € o, Oc \\lnch
jn.u be .in ini t ia l -;ueos. Furthc1 ' iierntcs ai'c dcfir.ed as
c - e • F,,
Ml I H
(7 - Cl f F111
 '
 1
v\ ' .e ie a relaxation l.u toi I ., m.iv be necessan to sneed up (•on\fr 'uence.
Fmuici- 0-21 .ui'l 9-J'J shou .» comiiaribon \ \ i tn test data of the computed
giound (TC-ssuio (h .^ tn in i t ion a l m m tho l ine ot the jet sU'.givition poii.ts ^X = i>) for
\ n ions |Ot spati ' igs uul .1 n.'v •!«• he iubt ot" • c!, . Heasonablu gooil ,igree:nent is
achieved down to a spacing of two diameters. The assumed form of the jet
deflection zone pressure function seems to differ somewhat from the test data
but the maximum upwash pressures and widths seem to be in good agreement.
In addition, the predicted minimum pressures between the jet and upwash
zone are in good agreement. Figure 9-23 shows some extreme situations for a
close jet spacing of 2d and nozzle heights up to 10dv. At approximately Sdwn *'
the upwash momentum model predicts no upwash between the jets. As the nozzle
height Is increased, the upwash width decreases significantly at this spacing. The
test data is in fair agreement \\ith the predicted pressures.
In general, the exponent a of the upwnsh ground pressure function is
assumed to l>e
or >0f. i-ir-t for ,n - to
and Q = a -T,'M f°r <P -^ f
ug uke u u ^ uo
Further, the exponent rtuiris assumed to be a function of the minimum
pressure m the deflection zone for V < <f>
 U(J. To determine aj ^ f o r P m i n > 0 ,
an t-qiihalent profile for the upwash pressure function is assumed to exist whose
integral force per unit 'ength is equal to the partial integral or partial force of tho
fulh (k-\eloped pressure function («up,I'D = 1.5)
T r-t ~P = PLct
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Givet, any Pmm value along the apwash, equation 9-G4 can be solved to find
the exponent a . When Pmin = 0 at <f> = <f> .or at the intersection of the impnige-
ug u uo
ment and uuuash deflection zone, equation (9-G4) reduces to an identity and, hence,
a = a
ug ugFD
It can be seen both in the test data and in the predicted pressures that
negligible interaction between the deflection zones occures .i* spacings greater
than G dN. Significant interaction does not take place until a spacing of 3dN for this
nozzle height as is reflected by the minimum upwash pressure level.
Figures 9-24 and 9-23 sho\\ a sample of the entire ground isobar pattern
for a lange of s pacings and nozzle heights. Figure 9-2(> sho\\s the kind of corelation
achieved for one case.
9.3.5 l'p\\ash Deca> Model. - Figure 9-27 shows a schematic of the upuash sheet
model and the characteristic scaling parameters. The upwash sheet is assumed to
be n reflection of the wall jot flow into the vertical plane of symmetry lying between
the iets. The radial streamline pattern of the u all layer is assumed to continue into
the up\\ash sheet and to a first approximaticn icipertur)x?d by the turning region.
The \\.ill iet tlou is assumed to enter the up\\ ash deflection region wi th a charae- fi
tei istie profile, half \elocitv \ \ idth and maximum \-' 'ocit\ or total pressure. The '
cKu.u tcustic lengtl. fcale in tiic upv.ash sheet is fie half \c-locity \ \ idth of the ' \,
i
incident wall )ct ia\er estimated at the v»al l location. T!ie pies sure recovery
region in the up,\ ash sheet is assumed to Ix? appixixmntelv 3 times the half
velocity width of the incident wall jet profile. The magnitude of the momentum
flux in the ' osultins; i ipwash streamline is assumed equal to that of the incident ual l
let. Hence, the upuash bheet is ticated in a similar fashion as the wall jet \\ith
a te\\ exceptions. t
\»
Due to tlie h igh tu rbule i . ce levels typical ly measured in tho apv.ash sheet \
the ili>\\ it, ions ide icd to be fulh tuibulunt and similar. Tne upuash \elocilv profile
us taken tt> lie tl, it of a tree '•be'ii profile \s i th no internal momentum defect due to
the \ \ .d l l.ue,-. ' Ihe upuash sheet g iouth rate; is assumed to I'e constant u ithout
,un i i i i t i . i l ti audi t ion phase. It is -ilso Jo.-iuri'il tl^it the m.iirn. tudc ol the monu'iitum j
tin.-; d i ^ t i ibution in the I'pv.a^-h -alii-et is g i \ e i i In the p: c-\ iCH:sl\ dibfus^ed momentum [
models. \TI c'xnrrssi,^!: ,iiialo;ous to that dc i i \ ed tor tiie \ \ , i l l iet can uou 'no derueu j
for the upuash sheet: \
Zf, ' n~ b ' iju ~Sou u
R = .441 for a = 1 . 5
u u
The velocity squared profile is assumed to be ideni. cal in shape to the
static piessure profile and as a result only one similar'ty constant Is required:
f1 Qu,4 VC = I (1-T) ) dT) -.31558 for a -1.5 where ij -jL-fau -'0 u u u u b
u
The procedure for starting the upwash flow is similar to that of the wall jet
where an initial upwaeh half width (buT. ) is dctcrnuned from eq. 9-64 given an
imiscid starting maximum velocity. A model for the upwash sheet growth must then
be provided based upon empirical observation.
where
a. ~ .30 and Z =
The value of a, = . 30 is consistent with empirical observations that the
upuash flow decav? at a rate approMmatcly three times that of a free jet.
An approximate expression can be derived for the upwash decay. Assume
that the ic^ion of mtcicst is beyond the turning repion of the upwash sheet such that
f = 0. Then eq. 'J-(>3 reduces to,pu
9-33
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Hence, the maximum velocity squared is equal to
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Norulimensionalizing both of these expressions by the value at


















\vherc a > (9-71)
The more general procedm'e was used to generate comparisons with test data.
Figure 9-28 shows the upwash centcrluie (X - 0) decay and half velocity boundary
growth characteristics in comparison with some test data. The model predicts higher
initial totai pressures for the closer jet spacings along with a smaller turning region.
The decay curves tend to merge with increasing height above ground. The model half
velocity boundary gro>vth stalls off at a smaller value closer lo the ground for closer
spacings and then grows at the same ra'e.
Figure 9-29 shows the predicted lateral variation in the upwash pressures for
H/dn = 4.0, S/dn = G. 0 for several heights in the upwash sheet. The total pressure in
'lie upuash sheet drops off more rapidly compared to the centerlins value for greater
heights due to the radial spreading of the upwash streamlines. Figure 0-30 shows :.
comparison of the Literal total pressure decay with some test data at h / c l f j = 3,
S/d^i = 4. Figure 9-31 demonstrates the small influence that nozzle height above-
ground h;ib on the lateral characteristics of the upwash sheet MI a fixed Z o'.ane.
1 igure 9-32 shows the later;1! decay characteristics for a close jet spncinp of
2d\' jus t prior to s ignif icant coalescence effects . At greater heights above
r-s
ground significant upwrsh flow does not exist along ine centerline between the
jets. Figure 9-33 demonstrates this effect where the upwash total pressure now
has to be nondimensionalized by the jet stagnation point pressure. Figure 9-34
shows an even more extreme condition with sorre test data plotted for comparison.
9.4 Model for the Prediction of Upwash Forces on Slender Bodies
It Is a well known fact that when an upwash flow field impacts 01. the underside
of an aircraft an umvird lift force can be generated on the aircraft. This upwaeh lut
force is sometimes negated at height? close to the ground by negative interference
forces (sueMown) caused by the secondary induced flow field generated by the
entrapment action of the primary jet and wall jet flows. It is the intent of this portion
to dovc'op a method Tor the prediction of the up.vash lift on a slender fuselage where
the suckdown force has a minor effect in comparison to the upwash force.
9.4.1 Upper IJmit of Upwash Forces irom a Momentum Capture Model. Figure 9-30
shows a '•ketch of the flow inodcl to be used for momentum capture'.
The height above ground of the fuselage and nozzles aie assumed equal. It
will be assumed that the entire vertical momentum Included in the upwash sncct by the
length of the fuselage can be converted into a lift force. Accordingly, this lift force-
car/ be computed as:
2f
- J [a + 2 ( 1 - 3
r -' u
2
a ) sin <£ 1 cos tp
u <J u
(9-72)
v, here a I -
-< I"""' T-Vf \ y , - h
9-3G
In the above expression, the lift force nas been nondimensionalizcd by the thrust of the
two jets. Hence, the maximum lid force attainable for an infinite length body wi th
au = 1 is
2T,
This expression, in the limit asJ — > » ,<&— »~£- tells us that only 31. 8% of the
thrust can be achieved as the optimum ideal liftforce neglecting jeteoalescence effects. In
reality, for a finite length body, the lift force will be markedly less than this optimum
value. Eq. (9-72) is plotted versus nozzle height for several jet s pacings in figure
9-37 for a typical Type A fan jet V/STOL fuselage length of 8 d^.. The jets are also
placed at the midpoint of the fuselage. The figure shows that the maximum uowash
force on this finite length body is about .25 T,. The upwash force also drop;, off
rapidly for n closely spaced jet configuration due to the rapid coalescence of the jets.
The momentum capture model neglects any finite width or fuselage shape effects.
This npe of calculation is most representative of a fuselage fitted with
strakes which is capable of approaching the force as predicted by a momentum capture
model.
1) . 4 . 2 General Approach to_thc Prediction of Upwash Force on Arbitrary Slender
Bodies. In ccnerai, the fuiiie width of a fuse J? go wilJ have a marked effect on the
amount of momentum transferred to tht3 body as a lift force. In addition, the shape
of the fuselage cros? section will determine the local pressure distribution around
the body and thus also effect the drag or upwash forre. A general approach to a
prediction model for the upwash force on slender bodies is developed ui this section.
9.4.2. 1 Maximum Stagnation Pressure Distribution Along Ccntorline of Fuselage
Undorbodv. Figure 9-38 shows a schci.iatic cf the iuselage, the pertinent coordinate
svetems . and geometrical parameters. The ccntcrpoint or centcrline of the body is
located at an arbitrary height Z., rciatno to the ground and the nozzles arc located
at a height h above the ground. The iuselage depth is given by the equation
The fuselage1 half wid th is nl^o defined a?
0-37
The nozzles arc placed at the midpoint of the body. The angle in the upwash
sheet in:ludcd by the half length of the fuselage is then given by
The unr'crsidc fuselage ccntcrline coordinate relative lo the upwabli sheet at
any p sition XB is given by
Z -S., + Z -Z (X , )
u 2 p 13 B
To determine the maximum pressure distribution on the underside of the
body, it is assumed that the local stagnation pressure on the body is representative
of the stagnation of the cross flow component of the upwash velocity. The cross iloiv
upwash velocity is just the ncrma! component of the: upwash relative to the underside
of the body.






 IP „ /v \= , •usB / inu \ 2 . (0-73}
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U.4 .2 .2 Ooncrat Foveo Interval. If Fu (X^ L. defined to be the upsvash force per unit
length <jf the bod\ , tlicn the entire force on the body con be defined as
Converting this integral to the upvvash coordinate system entails,
tan <p
'uD S +Z -/ (X_)2 p B T>
Thus,
 /c , „ „ . 2
•vhcre
 dz
7/ = — -
B dX
Hence, the integral eq. (9-74) for the total force becomes,
f,
(S2 ' Xl> " 7-13 " X H / U ) (9-75)
Now, it Ls assuj.ictl tliat the force on any cross section is proportional to the- local
cro.ss flow stagnation pressure, or
where Gp (y) is the pressure function representing the local flow around the cross
section.
Upon substitution of this expression into eq. (9-73) and using eq, (9-73) for
the stngnaiicn pressure, 1.4= (0-75) becomes,
,
f
If the integral over the body width is Identified as the drag, and a





and eq. (9-77) is nondimenyionalized by the thrust of the two jets, the final expression
for the total force becomes ,
^ L / I N r
2T ZP - ZB -
cos (v? )
\vhcrc the above lengths arc nondimcnsional.
For a cylindrictil body (i.e. , constant width and depth) whose underside is located at
the nozzle height, or
Z - Zn = hP B
the above expression reduces to,
'\,T 1S. ' "' „, . ("' t \« ^ , 0-S
" "" "
!1. t.-'.fl EstimaUon of tlie Drag For Diffcivnt Cross Srctionpl Shapes. Figure 9-39
shows appi'ox.lmatc drn;.1, models corresponding to a circular and roctangular shnped
cross section body. The moticis for ihe drag for the upwash proolcm ,ire inarked'y
different thaJi conventional aerodynamics. A cjltuler immersed in an infuutc stxcam
wil l exhibit 2010 drag if the ilow is attached and mv^oid. The viscous flow,
D-10
on the other hand, will separate at some point and a base pressure will result causing
a drag on the cylinder. In the upwash problem, the viscous flow will impact the body,
flow around it and also separate at Rome point. The difference being that the pressures
oft of the 'separate point will be the result of secondary induced flow. Hence, resulting
in base pressures much closer to ambient as compared *o the body immersed in an
already energized infinite stream. These considerations were the basis for the drag
models. This is also the primary reason for consideration of slender bodies because
these small secondary induced pressures acting over a large area will result isi a
significant suckdown force. For the present time they are neglected.
Figure 9-39 b shows the model for a flat bottom body. In this model, a
finite width upwash flow impinges on the underside of the fuselage. The model assumes
that the flow separates at the bottom corner of the fuselage and continues without
curvature away from the body. In reality, the flow would have a tendency to follow
the body after separation. The force can thon be easily estimated as the portion of the
force that would be exerted on an infinite flat pinto but taking into account the finite
width of the underbody.
If the pressure recovery zone for the stagnating flow is estimated to be
approximately,
y ~ a bull \\hero a ~ 3. G
o o o
in terms of the half velocity \\idth of the incident upw.is'h stream.
Now, let G (>]) - (1 -1°f
FLAT
_y y
whore n - .' - "j and « ~ 1.5.
N0 o ull
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or c.
(9-81)
where - J?_ < 1.
The drag coefficient for the flat bottom fuselage is thus totally dependent
upon the relative size of the incident upwash flow and body width. In the limit of
UH—+ oo or ig —+Q, the maximum drag coefficient is 1. This cnn he interpreted
as in the limit the stagnation prescure acts over the entire width of the body
(analogous to a pitot tube). .On the other hand, the minimum drag coefficent will be
obtained when qg = 1 and yields a value of .315G~. The drag coefficient behavior
versus the parameter 17^ is shown in figure 9-40.
For the cirular cross section, the potential flow solution for the pressure
distribution around the cylinder immersed in an infiritc stream is used. The flow
is assumed to separate at some body angle 6 and tho base pressures are taken
o
to be ambient. Thus, for the circular cylinder,




C 4 2 \C -- = sinO ( . - - sin G ) (9-83)
v- v s I J s;
It LT assumed that the flow separates anywhere between 1^0° and 160".
The drag coefficient as a function of separation angle is shown in figure 9-41. The
maximum value of the drag coefficient for a circular cross section occurs when the
flow separates nt 6 = 150° nnd is C , = .333.
S Lt L **s ~~ "
To see how well these modelo work , sonic corrolntion wi th tost dtHn wns
carried out for c\lindncal bodies whose underbodv was placets at the nozzle height.
Fij.au'0 9-42 shows the correlation achieved for two ?uch bodies for c ircular :md
rectangular shapes uncl is cross sectional u i d t h equal to one diameter or half w i d t h of
one no^/lu iadms. For the simple models used, the correlation achei\cd is quito
remarkable especially since the suckdowrreffect WHS ncirlectod. The lest da ta drops
off at a slightly higher rate than that predicted probably because of the suckdown
effect. Thus, the mysterious sensitivity lo body curvalivc observed in past
experiments can now be logically explained.
Figure 9-43 shows some parametric curves generated for the flat
bottom cylindrical body as a function of body width. As expected, the predicted
force increases proportionately to the width. Unfortunately, this trend is an ideal
one and at some body width the suckdown forces will predominate. Figure
9-44 fuither shows the predicted trend for a parabolic body of maximum cross
section equal to that of a cylindrical flat bottom body. As expected, the force on the
parabolic body is somewhat less than that on the cylindrical body.
These models could further be improved by including the suckdown effect
mid [also extending the estnmite of tbe drug coefficient to arbitrary cross sectional
0&
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I- igure 9-4. - Flow behavior just prior to coalescence.
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Figure 9-7. - uefinilion of scaling parameters for jet




Figure 9-8. - Jet impingement region - ground
plane pressure distribution.
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Figure 9-10. - Wall jet profile models.
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Figure 9-11. - Comparison of a typical :n\ iscid starting profile with
an exact jp.\ ;-5ciu rotational solution (Hci. 14).
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1'igure 9-16. - Two-jpt impingement without ^oQecnon zone interot-tion.






Figure 9-17. - Upwa&h mtuclmum pn^ound pressure.
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Ficure £>-2i>. - Comparison of mc\i.su.rcd uround press JITS vitb predictions.
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Figure 9-12. - Up\\.ish foixe on cylindrical (2D) !w<lics.
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Figure U-H. - L'ffect of Ixxiy loni^ituilinal shaj>e on ujnvash force.
10. CONCLUSIONS
In ground effect twin jet tests v.'erc conducted to determine tho general
features of the resulting flow field and to ascertain whether such flows are smciable
to a mathematical model. Some of the f.?ncral features looked for were instabilities,
basic flow structure as the jet spacing was decreased or height increased (causing
jet merging), typos of measurements, the deiioction zone which results from tho
collision of wall jets and the resulting upwash sheet, r.:u! the effects of bodies placed
in the upwash sheet.
The isolated twin jot test? r.-vealcd unstable upwash flow over a narrow
range of jet spacing in the vicini ty of three jet diameters and jet heights around 1 1/2
to 3 diameters. Instabilities were observed in pressure measurements on the ground
plane in upwash pressures, and in force measvieroents on bodies placed in this flow
field.
Regions of below ambient pressure were noted in many areas of the isolated
two ict flow field. These included both static pressure measurements made by tra-
versing probes across the upwash sheet and measuring surface pressures from the
stagnat ion line on the ground plane. The low pressures in the upwash sheet apnear to
!'t a characteristic of 'he two jet ground impingement flow and were obtained for all
value;; of height and spacing that were tested (from 2-6 dsametTs). The lowest stafic
pressures occur in the center of the upwash sheet and not at the edges.
Three types of bodies placed in the resulting two jet up\\as!i sheets as ucll as a
l/10th sunk- nnviaft model \ \ i th strokes of various depth produced markedly different
jet induced forces. Net hit forces over 20'. of the jet thrust \\ere measured due to the
upxvash shot?t impinging on fusclatrc-t\pc sui'faccs, Stiakes \\ere beneficial on simulated
fusel.igi- surface'; but not on lai gt; flat plate surfaces.
!
A <!• • -ough imcftigation v, as made of tho flow field that results when the -
jo t s ruv clinch spared and nioiguv; o! tho outer boundaries occurs prior tc impinge-
ment on the ground plane. It v»a.sv concluded iha t the upwash sheet continues to be
formed f \ e n at close t>pannga fr'id that >! '.cpa^aie peaks appear in tile free ;ct ,iress'ire *
profi les without a ground plai ifc , sep.u aie impingement and upwash fo-mation v.ill occur j
\ \ i t h a ground plane. •}
1 n-1 $
A new flow model was developed for close jet spacings which accounts for
non fully formed wall jets prior to the development of an upwash sheet. It includes a
jet Impingement zone wall-jet transition region which adequately predicts the effects
of jet spacing and height above ground on the flow field pressures and upwash flow
field. Integration of the upwash sheet pressures were used to compare with the test
data on fountain lift. Good correlation v/as obtained with simple two-dimensional







Purpose: VTOL Two - Jet Impingement Interaction Problem
The program is designed fo estimate the flow characteristics associated
with two vertically impinging and equal strength incompressible jets. This pro-
gram is specifically oriented towards the closely spaced jet interaction problem
where the deflection regions interact until eventually jet coalescence occurs.
Aside from the basic flow characteristics, the program assumes the
symmetrical placement of a slender fuselage in the up wash flow. The upwash
lift force is then computed for a cylindrical fuselage of constant cross-sectional
shape. The body parameters, in terms of width and depth, do not vary longitu-
dinally. The program estimates the force based on a rectangular and circular *
cross section. Two planes of symmeti'y are assumed and all output applies to
one quadrant of the flow field (ie. equal jets and nozzles located at the midpoint
of the luselage). Jet entrainment effects may be significant but ore neglected
in this program. Hence, the force is only that due to upwash impingement. Some
residual programming exists in the code for a parabolic body of revolution.
These cards have been commented out but may be used if desired.
Input Description
Note: All input parameters are in terms of nozzle diameters.
Card N'o. Code Names Format
1 HD, SD, ZPLD, DZPL, ZFINAL 5F10.5
Naiim Definition ;|
HD No<:7le height above ground *
i
SD Nozzle ^pacing
Note The program will compute one or several positions of the fusc-lage relative











Initial fuselage height above ground
Increment in fuselage AZ above ground
Final Z coordinate of fuselage height relative to ground plane.
Code Names Format





' Note: ZCON determines position of fuselage underside relative to it: ZPLD
location. Bottom of fuselage will be located at ZPLU-ZCON at first com-









Integer controlling the output of ground pressure
pattern. IPBAP - 0, no pressure pattern output
IPBAR = 1, pressure pattern output is desired
Noie Card No. 4 is not required if I P H A H = 0.








Nuriber of pressure values to be input for computa-
tion of ground isobar pattern NU < 23


















Nondimensional pressure for isobar pattern
0 . 0 < P U < 1 .0
Figure A-l shows a typical input set.
Printed Output Description
«
Figure A-2 shows a typical computer printout. Must of the geometrical
output quantities are nom'.mensionali/.ed by the nr izle radius. All velocities
and pressure arc initially nondimenskmahzed by the nozzle exit velocity and
stagnation pressure. All pressures aie relative to ambient conditions.
Note_: RN and D refer to nozzle exit radius and diameter. VN refers to nozzle
exit velocity.
Input Parameters
The first set of outpxit echoes the input parameters.
Output Titles Definitions
11/D Nozzle height above ground
S/D Nozzle spacing jit-tance between jet centerlines
2/D Initial fuselage height
D Z / D Increment in fuselage position
Z F I N A L / D Final location of fuselage
L/D Body length
U' /D Body width
Z H / D Location of underside of body relative to specified fuse-
lage location





Z P C / R N
ZFD/RN
Z / R N
RJI I /RN
R J / R N
ALP
CV'2




Jet ground effect height relative to ground plune
Length of potential core
Length of potential core nnd transition I'egions
Jet axial location mciisurcd from nozzle ex;t
Half-velocity radius of jet measured from jet center-
line
Half width of jet




Single ]et in.pingcment characteristics ;ire printed.
O u t p u t Titles
R G 1 1 / R N
R G / R N
R O / R N
V G / V N
DPS/DPTJ
•UPG
H ' U G H
I H ' S / O P r G
D'.'flnitions
Half velocity radius of jet at gixiund fffoct hoight
Jet half width at ground effect height
Deflection ?one or pressure recovery rudius
Square root of ict rround stagnation pressure
Jet ground stagnation pressure nondimensionahzed by
nox.zle stagnation piessure
exponent of grouin.1 pressure distnuution
Radial locution in deflection repon le ia t ive to gi'ound
stagnation poin t . Noiul ' inensionHli/ .cd by ground e f fec t
half velocity radius of jet
Ground pressure Mcndirnens ionul izcc i by giound stag-
nat ion pressure
Output Titles





D D L S / U N
V M / V G
A 1.1'WO
H W O H / K N
1 U V O / U N
K / K N
v\ i /v< ;
V M / V N
1HVI1 U N
I I W ' H N
D I M . H I . / U N
bl 1 P.)
KDl I .
V l ' c m i K
nofini t ioi is
Kndiu) location in defection region nor.dimonsionidiied
by iKU/.le radius
Ground pressure nondimensionali/.ed by i.o//.le stagna-
tion pressure
wall jet properties are printed in th,.i set of output .
Defini t ions
Boundary layer t luekiiess at stagnation point
Inviseid u t a x u n u m velocity at je t half w i d t h ( I U I I I )
radial location or start of transit ion to turbulent
ivall jot
i: \]H>nent of velocity profile at start of \ \n!l jet
M a l l veloci ty thiekness at start of wall ji't
In i t ia l thiv'kness of wall layer
Radial location o-i wall jot measured fro:u ground
sti i i tnat ion point
l\!a\i!inin) veloeity in wall lavi ' r nondii ' ioi is iOiuih/ed bv
square root of ground v ta^na tu>n pressure
Maxi inv in i velocity in wall layer rofeivneed to no//.le
i ' \ i l \e 'ocity
Half \e loei ly t lncknvss of wal l layer
Thickness ol wall laver
Houndarv layer thickness
M i i M ' i i i n i i s t i » j r i i ; , t i o n pr.'ssuri1 in \ % a l l layer
H n ' v i o o t boundary l-iyr t t> to ta l x.a'.l 1'iyer l lncknrs-,
I \ pone i i t of ! i - > u n < t . i r v 1 - iv i r p ro l i l e
11-l.
Two Jet Impingement Interaction Output
Maximum Ground Pressures along Upwash Ground Stagnation Line
Outpux Titles Definitions
X W / U N
XW/S
Coordinate along stagnation line measured from up-
wash stagnation point
PMAX/PJ Stagnation line pressure nondimensionnhzed by nozzle
stagnation pressure
PMAX/PMAXO Stagnation line pressure nondimcnsionalizod by up-
wcsh stagnation point pressure
Upwash Momentum Function
O u t p u t Titles Definitions
H G / U N ' Radius of jet at ground effect height
AGON Constant in momentum function
XMOMZ Total vertical momentum in upwash sheet nonciimen-
sionahzed by the optimum value of M , / 2 n .
PHIO Coalescence angle used in upwash momentum model
If PHIO = 0 jets are not coalesced
If PHIO > 0 jets have begun *o coalesce
Notoj Depending on the value of PHIO (i.e. zero or'non-zero) the constant RCON
appbcs to the appropriate upwash momentum model.
CU Nondimcnsional upwash deflection region width constant
Njjic_: There are two possible outputs that can occur p.t this point. If the jets
.ire spaced fur enough apart the comment:
JET AND L I M V A S H PI.TLECTION REGIONS DO NOT
Jin'} H.^CT. CL1 ESTIMATE IS CORKECT
In t 'ua citsu the •. .'-l-ic o! Cu .--. correct and the jet impingement and up-
,\,i-: ' i cioflcctiuTi rcgiurssa urc independent. l ' k * perturb'Uion puraT>otcrb






PMIN = 0.0 along up wash lino
ALPUG = 1.50
If the nozzle spacing and height above ground are such that the deflec-
tion regions interact, the subroutine INTERG will be called and
***CALL INTERG***
will be displayed. The following output will be printed.
Output Titles I>limtions
Iteration cycle Number of itorotions required to find solution using
Newton's method
LPS or liPI Perturbation parameter for jet impingement pressure-
distribution
SIGMA or SIG Perturbation parameter for upwash deflection region
pressure distribution
CU or GUI Upwnsh width estimate prior to iterative solution
P H I U O Angles defining the intersection of jet and upwash
PHIO deflection regions
No to The following volucb apply along the line connecting the jet stagnation
points on the ground (i.e. x = 0).
DKLPUO Pressure rat upwash stagnation point nondimcnsionnhzed
by nozzle stagnation pressure
P M I N M i n i m u m pressure between jet and upv ash ocflcotion
regions noridjmcnsionali/.od bv no.vh: stagnation
pressure
AI.PLUJ Exponent of upwush ground pressure d is t r ibut ion
funct ion
( C U ' ) x ( S I G M A ) I-'inal vu l . i e of upwnsh thickness constant
11-S
Note: If I P M A R i 0, the following output will occur.
Computation of Two - Jot Ground Isobar Pat tern
Output Titles , Definition!?
PBAR Input virtues of pressure, nondimcnsionalued by
nozzle stagnation pressures, will be echoed.
Noto: The following will be repented Nl) times.
Output Titles Do fj nit ions
I.IKT Number of points on jet impingement region isobar
IU • Number of points on upwash deflection region isobar
If Uirr - 0 01- Hi - 0, the specified value of P13AR was not found in ground
pressure distr ibution
Noto: The following coordinates arc referenced to the jet stagnation point on
the ground.
\ISOJ X coordinate of jet isobar
\ IsQ.r Y coordinate of jet isobar
\ISOI ' X i-oordmate upwash region isobar
Y I M H ' Y coordinate of upvi'ash region isobar
1 he final set of o u t p u t in th i s section is the upwash deflection /one line. If the
deflection xo-ies do not interact , ambient conditions exist ulong this lino.
\l ' l ' X coordinate of upwush line
Y l ' P Y coordinate of upwash line
Cm-imita t ion of I ' puash 1 low Field
Streamline Properties
\ol ' \ 1'uo s t ruan ihncs are pr in ted
i M i l ( M i j T i t l e s Oe f in i t i ons
P i l l ! ) A /nn i i !h : t l aii^le of upvnsh st recni l iMo reierc'iced to
jet ground cvx.irdinale system
!\\ . \1 I.. hn'iseid *ur i ; ing .'egion ina '<iniu;i i \ c loe i tv
DELPVVJ Maximum pressure on upwash stagnation line on the
ground where upwash streamline orginated
BWGH/RN Half velocity width of incident wall jet streamline
ZOU/RN Upwash turning region height above ground
BUO/RN Initial upwash width
B U O H N / R N Initial upwash half velocity width
Upwash Streamline Docay Properties
2/RN Upwash streamline coordinate (ZS)
- V M U / V N Upwash maximum or centerline velocity
B U H / R N Half velocity width
B U / K N Half-width
DELPU/DELPJ Upwash centerline or maximum total pressure nondi-
mensionahzed by nozzle stagnation pressure
Upwash Properties Computed At Z Location of Underside of Body
If ZB = 0, the output win yield the upwash properties at 'L = constant
plane above ground.
Outnut Titles Definitions
7 .U/RN tV-vash coordinate measured from ground plane
R W / H N Radial coordinate from jet ground stagnation point to
upwash stagnation line
PH1B Azimuthal location of upwash streamline referenced to
jet coordinate system
X / R N X coordinate in upwash sheet or X coordinate on
fuselage
V M U / V N Maximum or centcrhne upwash velocity
P l ' /PN M a x i m u m or centcrhne upwash total pressure nopdi-
monsiomiuzed by nozzle- stagnation pressure
B L l . ' / R . V 11 a]f-velocity wid th of upwash
11-10
PU/PUO Up wash total pressura nondimensionalized by total
pressure on strewr-line originating from upwush stag-
nation point (X = 0, Y = 0)
PU/PJS Upwash total pressure nondimensionnlized by jet
ground stagnation pressure
PBS/PN Stagnation pressure on underside of fuselage placed
in upwnsh sheet
Upwash Lift Force
Two values are printed:
FLAT BOTTOM VEHICLE WITH SHARP CORNERS
BODY WITH C I R C U L A R CROSS SECTION
Output Title Definition
LU/2T.T Upwash lift force nondimensionnhzed by tho total
thrust of the two jets
Computer Program Listing
Figure A-3 shows a fortran listing of the computer program.
11-11
4.OO 4.OO 2.OO - l . O O 4.OO





Figure A-l, Sample Input Data Set
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;a^HT^^^avAfeM f^l^  ^^&3^&*&&S^g$
IF <ZENU.LE.ZPO GO JO 998
NJFtl-DO
DNFn«NJFD-t
CALL G Irt( O , r ALF rn.RFD r DUrt )
RJZr U-AJ/RFD
F\JFll»<A3*ZFD + P3>/KFn
DZ»< ZCND-Zf C! /tlMFD
Z*»ZPC * DZ
DO 200 1-2.N.IFD
IF ( 7 . L T .ZFCO r>J-AA.I*<Z-ZPClS*3»B8J«<Z-2FC>** lMCCJ*<7~ZFCMt"OJ





HHJ«.3»<RJZFH-C-J. *AA l *O7FCF«*2>/B2f fTF *»2
ir t / . LT . / rn ) RJ = K IK:» < (ft.if [i-K.irr>/< zFn-zPO >»' Z-ZPC >
IF <7 . .GE .ZFD> A L I 1 = A L F F D
IF </:.LL.ZFIi> RJH- A2*HV2
II / . l »1 .Z»P> K IH*A3O7»li3
II 7.LT.ZFID K=h IH/K J
II /.I.T.zril) ALH T-AI.Or,( KCCN>7AL OC, <k>
CAl ' i lMCO. f AL F r . K » L W 2 >
VI- .' > K JH*£,QRT < »' . * C ' W 2 > )
i< i» ;MXK
W ^ ^ t l 16,11) / .KJM.SJ tALPT .CWJ.VJ
7 / ( H Z
2OO (.ONI tMl«C
C
r JIT iii i i i ri ION RFir.iciN
C. JL I IMI INGCMFN. l-Kf.MJRCS
C
99(3 Af.CCTV-- .O3;'O;>6
1 liMIH- . 1 »'j4LMU
I (,( iiN-,' .fl
II llin.ljl . 1 . > AO ! A
ii '<HI-!LI . - » ? > ,.(! = :•. WIAI'IM n«<n[i i . r >
WKI II «,./«>
/v i 1,1 HAT < // / .soy . ** »¥» IK i [ii i i re 1 1 UN r-i '; KIN • * » « * • / >
no i ><r HAT < i ox r • M.n^iiN- •
 ti i o ^ . :'x . kr.,"\N • ./ 10 . •. , ;-x . "iCJ.'KN"- >i 10. ' • 2





,\l 1 - A{ j *KLtH
1 1 .iW(,-=k[,U/KI)
V(, 1 .
II 1 .' . •Mil. LC . /I T > Cill Kl 4".,4
C
1 l<l I I I -MINI •_, l A C . N A I 1 UN l i l lNI > M '.'.IIKI
C
II i .• . • ii 1 1.1 I . 71 l'i K i> iii ,•.;>«.'. *ii[i 1 1<_>
II > ' . «H!>. i. I . .'1 Il> K II 111 - ' SMH«.1.t 1 II (
.' . . •Mil . / • K JM Ii
1 . . 1 I . . 1 ii) ..1 f T = Ai_r. l'» i i Al F-FH ALF u )/< .'! U - /PC» )»< 7- /f ID
I il 1 ' !ni O . . Al 1 1 •!- >f V.T1 1
U. K / 1 l,."l|i»',IIK 1 « .' » f y . ' ) >
1 i ill . 1 1 . ', ', > '-'(• t 'K11 . OO 1*K[I
I Illi 1 1 . 1 O . . i,iv;i . Mil (• ' . '. . ', ) Uli . 1 . JL>-0.()An*' l t l
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O» rONMA-J <IQX.'STAGNATION PRCT.EURE. DPS.'Dr T.I* '. T » O. "• >
CALL GPHIFS<RU» VG. ALT G.R .CV2 >
UMTr <6 .£ '?> AI.PT.




i'L tA=I . ,'< hMCiM)
F T A - O .
K-G.
U K I T E < 6 . B 3 >
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UKITK < ^ . 3 4 ) R. DF TG.f<«<N.Ii'--T J
B4 rtlKMAI < 2OX ' 4 ( F 1O. 5.T.X ) >
K-U»nix
.TOO row 11 HUE
















Al I HI U . 1 . •,
KIH Lf li- .OVil'
Ml.I LKi 1 .•_,
U' n /.
I ALt l.IMU<r.Dl LKn.NfP. AuFUt li . K A f U . t-t.W2U , Cl U)
C Ai L '-, IHiIOC Al f UG.K.'iTlia .C'Jf UG )
r II-'1. »AU.«*l- 'JV.1U/(hAtW*CUf UG )
AO1 - . C; ',6 iif
A'^:-- . i.^iK) <•'.
IiLI "j ^ . «A .1 » <IIH ) «*Aa»'
UI-I1L (A , . -A )
^6 I tl'vU'u (/ ,- / IO>!. «»«** UA1 L JF.T REGION
UK 1 II , t , . l\t> > I if I !j
fl/j FIIKMAI ( OX. ' i'.tAGNAT ICIN ( O J N I HOUNHAKY LAYEK THICKNtJ.S. lll.LS/KN='
II 10.-, >
Nil- 1 4
Mil I O-lil.L-:/ v !•. *['M G)
-Al L l ir.«lCH(KGH.UG.Al I C -KHCl O . NO . C 1 AUG . HE LU . ALI UO , K >
•">! i s r iwv Nrn.LO.Nfi.nl I un.fi .cvj.t f <
v«-,lu>, K
> I i f . 11. ( I A U J l > * « A I I (.!*<•!
'IN (I.I, H*Ul. •».')» l ..•.*[ U.'«( 1 . r t . TAG) ICI »F LT AG)
'UO <| M T.,i-. i, Pi N
"JI'll- K*M»i)
i.i i • M-huo«Mn:i n
XI .'in- (1 | i I AO >
VJM(, t •"ijf- r c x: AM >
UK I II < t, . v 1 ) UMG 1
VI I UK<i<M <i.x. VI I U( 1IY AT SI.1KI III TUKKUIENI U.M L Jc I . «-'M, VI. - ' • F K,
I >
UK 1 I i i ... .,1 , ,4| f Ull, liUIKI • t<Ull
!)'-• 'n1^n,•^! c l O ' - ' M A M f* UAl 1. -)L I Ml.ION. ALI u;i= ' .(" 1O .'-...'<.'l iUOH/KH



















l lh ' lC j "./<>
I iKI JO ." . f lO
l » K I > O * " . V O
I .KIIO7/ .OO
i.Ki'i-.' '.: ci
I.H O /.. „
\-J. Con t i iu i fd
11-30 1
i
— «- J — ,
'• ' »•; < -->• &fr'?//>::Ve
NWf T=SO
XNWF T-Nur T 1
DR = hl NU/XNUf r
HELBRH- < riU3HQ-tlWH(l>X i RO-RGH)
IU" I MK*<NI> U-NO)/ t KO- KCH)
t'EL AIC* ( Al I .Jf D-ALI- UO j /<f iO-KbH)
AHCl.hr- .OI t'l
Ariri.fJL < AI l£LHT«.<r,o-r . : DtLOXlRO-KGH)
K=O.
Ulh I 1 I ( 6 , 1 0 7 )
I OI\MAT < //41.X, -U.">LL -JFT F ROT f"KT IPS ' // >
LIMIT < & . V / >
! UKnAT < / / J S X . 'K/KN" . A X • 'UM/VG' ,AX r 'Vtt/UW «6X.
I ' HUXKW . AX » ' HLI HL/K.V . AX • ' lit! 1.1 I' r 6X• M'EL ' <6X.
IK) -4OO I i 1 >NUI T
11" ( K . L L T . K I ) ' I I. I A=i 1 .-<!• xRO>*»r t i I R)*»4
II (Fv.GT.hO II IA=O.O
11- (K . l l .K l .H> V«f i- ' . l>RT< 1 .-rt l f t)
II ( K . I L .Kf'll > VrtNi '.<Mi;*VI.
!l (f .1.1 ,MiH> Hllf i-HLl f '3
II (K .LL .Ku l l ) HI L I A-KHCLO*HUO
II" 1 l\ , 1.1 . K ( . i l > N- 1 4
!l (K .LL .K f . tO Mil L^KKLLO
II iK.LL.»! iH> I'M-UUO
'I ' k . I L . M">»l ) HUH-KArUC)*hUO
IT (K .1 I M.K> I..J 1O 101
ii iK.ir i ( - > HUH-Hunn t I.CLCH.II* (i. KUIO
II l I , I . I . K f ) ) HUH- AUI3*K
II t I. , [ r .KCI ) At I U At ( <JUt I 1'l.AKf <K- FGII)
u < K . i I. . i»n> rii i HI -nn :.ic.HLi.in * t -v-M;H>
II ' K . I, ! . ,»<) I HI I HI - AHLI. U I * < K .' . )
II (K i C KU > H- NU t IH-L NK* < K M,H>
II (I .1". I K.I 1 N '(I U
.1 IK .r, r . M) ) ,M i ui-.-.i : m u
.(I .«M < ( . . ' OK 1 l • . ) ; ' . ' , ) * * < I . / Al I U )
MI( I -III I III j < Ml I bLt th iJr l - lH.LXl > /ALA II )
i-..! i o i nut i uri . N. ALI u. KA i ,rv.1. i i )
II IK ,i l 4 , ) >.' I '.nnn - l o
.1 > K . dl . 4 . ' v'l .nun i . / ( K , i . ) » » . r 4
l I v I .,M:)M Jt-.'i I * < I . I I 1.,), ( K*1<UH>
( • -1 l *( r l A*'. ('* *^'
Vrtn '.5CJK1 ( (f l I ' ' f t ". *ryl' ) )
uru. ( . 'MN/'Vi
' H l l I -IU I i '>»! I I .'it "nN*» J
I'U i iu ' i , r.ft i
U' I I ,"i KlU I f HU
UK II 1 < ( , , ' . • • > I . VMO . VhN . H W . I . 1<U, IUII
K K I !<l
' I IK MA I ( 1 (iv . V( I | O. ' . .- '*) >
I ll '< I I N U i
I WA'.II r.KOUNt' M A X I M U M FKr ' .MJKf Ii I ' T K 1 HUT 1 ON
Ul J M l 6 , '.'J
f' I.MU'l.r '
U>».. » « • « « I U(l Jt I INI'.KAC I I L/
UK I It * ./, , 4,,(> >
IIIKM.M l,,-,\, MM At nlJM l.KOUNII > M '-. .U^l «", A lONC UlUA.ill
I . IU I 1 Nl . '
U III ( ' , 1 / u }






























GM'O 5 ! 5O
liKIIO < 1 .10
TjMIO.4 l/.O
liKIJO 5 I /O
fiKUOjlHO
II.MIOJ ; yo
> » » « « - / f . K I I O ? 'OO
I'l.UO ^^ ) (>
(•i-iio C'.'o





I MA K/l MII> I. / J l i l .DO C'AO
(.mo ' -yo














IF CIL.EO. l ) tiELPWO=ni:LPU
PMAXG=DELf U-VMN**2f <V«N*COS(PIII ) )**2
PMAXND-f MAXCJ/IIFILPi^O
UKITE 16.455) XU.XJS.PMAXb.PHAXNU
4S5 FORMAT ( 1 OA , 4 ( F 1O . S, 2X > >
PHI = F HI t Cif'Hl
45O CONTINUE
ACON= I , -<RGXSD>«*2
PH1OCI = O.O
IF (ACON.UE.O. ) FHIO = O.i>
IF (A rON.GE.O. ) GO TO 6ft7
PHIO = ARC,OS< <SD 'RG)* * .2O>
PH I DTi-PM 1O*1 OO . /F I
ACON = 2. / < 5IN< .S*PI-FHlO>e*;>>
GO TQ 66O
667 XhOMZ=ArON.t2. *( 1 . -AC ON),' 3.
66O U'r.I IE C6r1,".S3)
SS3 FORMAT ( XXT.X > • UPUA5H MOMENTUM FUNCTION: JET TAfclUJi. INTERACTION
ICONbTAMT. VERTICAL UKUAOH GMEF;T MOMENTUM. AND COALESCENCE ANGLE"
UFtllt <6.S f . l ) RG. Af OH. XMOMZ .F HIOIi
S51 FORMAT ' I l>X, 'RG/kN- - '»F lO.S.2X. • ACON= ' ,FtO.5.:'X, -XMOMe= ' .FlO.5r2X
IF HICl liCf.i,) "' .1 10. 5/ )
Lftl L UM 1. J( 'JUr IHJ11 r HUM2.IJUM3 • lilJM4,n£l F W)
CALL r GUM AT < C 11 . HE 1 M, . HI. 1 F U t KO . bTi . AL F b.rtLPUO
( Al L S1MU< MJLLF H.N( Ii. AL( UF H . h AT W . CSU2U . CF'U )
CALL S1«UO ( Al>UG.RATU(l.C".F UG)
CU-2 . »AU.(»U'.V.1U/ CKAII. *CSI UG )
UM TE < 6«*>'.< 7 > CU
OS7 F O K M A T ( 2*>X . ' ur MASH U IPTH rONf.TANT E S T I M A T E . CIJ« ' • f \ O . S >
Kt'AI' < 5 r A A I ) 1FRAR
6AI FORMAT < ! 1 >
Tt 'U FQF I N K R A C T I O M OF HtLFLKCT 1 OH rVEfSIONS
IF <CU«Stl 1 Kl) .LI .GtD GO TO 222 ,
^
COMMUTATION IJF riEF'LECTIUN F<rGIf7N JNTFf<AC7IUN
COLL I Nil KG< KMOM^ .DLLf ': . MI . RO . ALF G , EF -3 . ri) . «? 1C >
l!O TO 22.?
222 EPS=O.O
iiIG= 1 . O
FHJ LIO = O.
F H I O - O . O
URlli: «,r2(l> LI S . t.I(.»r HI UO.F HI O
.'() f d K M A T ( , / . ' O X f .IFT AN[i l i lUAGH [i|" t 1 EL I I UN Kl It I ONi. HO NOT I N T E R A C T
1 LU Li i l lMAII IS C P K K L C T /
1/3'jX. f ., .1 1O O . / X . ^IC.= .1 lO.r,. 2X . T MI Ut" ' -«-"lo.r..2X. 'f HIO- •(
1 '. >
UK I H < A. .'V > Al 1 uft
2V ICIKn.1I ( J O X . ( M I l M - O . O Al ONO IOUASH LINI. AL F Lir.J ' . F O . 4 . t X . ' IN 11
































































2.' f WK I 1 ( ( < • , , ! ! ! )
!1. FOKM.,r ( , / 1 O X > »»»«« ; )MH ,!I*. T II,'.' 'J> J'!»'..M f l l ) l > TltLl ' **
( t K L O \ V O O
(iMIO.* / 1 O
fihllO JV.'O
(.J-IJO . r' iO
*«liKl.O.1>. 10
I ,U! L .'. - ?. (. OtltiPUC'tl
WMTE <A. I I.*)





114 FQhMAT ! //1OX, - fHin=' tF8 .4»
DO 6OO 1-1..!
f H1I"M<I *!UO./PI
U K I I i : ( A i l 1 4 ) P H J D
rENti=/( t ANL/




CALL UAI LJU.UiU .'GN.HUHG. KUCUCrUG.LlCL TUG)
JUK=1
COI I (IF U.I'JUI KO..VU.PHI . JL-ND.DUHO.BUG.WUONi DF.LPUS.l f WG . ALPG . tlCL»"3
1V/UH. IllTI r UJ» KliH. /UUS. IUR>
I Mi I-MI ( Hi IU
tOO CC.^IIMIIi
HUt ' ~'jO
XNtlh T- NIJ( T- I
AL I U- 1 . •_-,
nr>c i | iA j ' i n J N O I K t i«AG n i N f i i c i N
M,A'.= ',IN<( Hl'il.f )*' I . - (4. /3. > *<S IN<FHISL I »*»^> >
•it) 7OO I- 1 . .M
SUnl =O.O
.,!!«( r - o .o
xi.~o.
)iA.' i«X| .'.'x»H» I
us i IU 4 ^ . . : i A (
Jli rOKMf i l i / ' . / /3*. t , l i fUOS-l f K O I C f - T I L S fOr t fU lCP AT Z LOCATION OF U
ii. , 1 1>( ui [< ( j , . t ,.)
l < K I 7 l " (A . I I I ' I / ! I »tNC
11!1 I l l r t r t r t r l / f . i , . I < ( l l 1 CC r.H Ivi U'l L O C A T I O N AT 2/RN - • . « 1 O . ~^/ / )
Ul- I .L (.• , /is I
/u IO^MH! ,. .-ij KN- . /x . -i.u/i N' . /x . i >ui< . 7 x , ' x ^ f , N .7X. ^ML/VN
l ov . ( L I / F N . ,> . lllH,-hH . .' X. -t II -I'lIU .'.X, I I'/'F JO' • 4 X . 'f I'SXI N'/ »
mi, -o
l i i ; '_A^O i j . r*i f i
r.-.( i • . < >
1 1 i i . r n . i > i .M t = i o
if i : a ma i . i ACT -i
/!( ri.' l l 'Vtili)



























l .' ! ! U.M L X KU . '- JC,M. J'_'li:_, . I'JG,
vl ."» I .'iN[ t J*
• .H i . ' I I I ) ' . ( I I ( I I < )
,. ,-.i i in -•.,'-.!( < i. .1 , i, ui. i HI i< • 4:1 K
I VUN • lit 1 i II .1 . 1 I'M . i U'..~ • 1 WK >
HI! ' .. , I . . M l I.. Ml* In . |. , I
1 l.'.wl J - ' » > 1 > ' l . . • , » i . U I I >
I r • < I - . U I . . 1 , 1 I I
. fit Lf UG ) GR'JOflfl'JO
,yu.oN. nt Lf u^.n ur,, ALF r, , IIL'L f s. t.i. jo-»i " ~>
'jKUO-ft ttJO
I.KUO44VO
u . ;-, , •|I'..M,
,.i i . ! - u ^ » i i i n i « i n
, ' in i sc it » . -.» i i - > i,*ri.r, t «n r i oi « < V I ' N * » _ ' > »< cos cf HI fit i »ir i H > *»^ )
I in. I - "I mi I I . '.« ;nH>F ,M, T « I'l u » ( V'IJN»4 7 ) » CC JSt f MIHI rHI. T |l ) **? >
,).. ' in « r , i ' , i i HI' i
i . 1 1 j i t . 1 1 • i , • _) . i i
i > < i > ,• I K 1 ' > i : . l - ' I M I * l t ' l l f " J




OK u r t:,:. o
G.»liO4'i/.O
ijf. uc-s'^/o







If J fELFM.ED.G. > IlCLFIontLl LIJ
t'l LI US-fir L.f UJ. 1'CLF 1
I t«G-< VllN»l.OG< I MI li » tHI.T /« < )»»->
URITC 16.77) IU.KU.I l<; P. XI'. VIIN, DCLF U.I. HUH, I
77 FORMAT < I X . 7 < F tO.T. »2X > .F8.S>
XB-XfM CiXH
SOO CONTINUE





I.RI IE <4> 7/1 > XLLIT
771 FORMAT <3f.X» UPUA5H L I F T FORCE', 'f
Uf UAMI I IF 1 F'jr.CL
: /^ I .





77% FORMAT ( . /^OX » 'BOriY WITH C1KCLILAR CKOSS StCTION
UM IE (6,771 ) XLUT












SUBKOUT INL UALI J < >V « UMN . PUS > F«U .
Of LO.NtirMTi f D> "CD • NiKtlu
j:,PLLfU)
tlilS COMPUTES THE WALL JE1 PROPERTIES GIVEN A WALL RAMUS
t OnMON/UALL/ HELS.NO.Kr.tLO.AI PG.AL PUO.ALPWFU.ROfROM.VO,hUMC




IILLAR- I ALPk'FD-ALPUO)/ (RO-RGIO
Dt.LNf»lNFH N D ) / < R O - K G H >
AiiFi Hi ->. o\ ->r,
ADCLi-L- , AnELKT* (RO- 2. ) - DEL S > / < PO-ROM >
I»KDELK-(KI»ELFt -Kl 'ELO>/ < KO-RGH >
IF < R . L L . K U > FE TA<- < t . - IR/ RO) *»ALPO>e«4
IF ( R . C T . R O ) F E T A - O . O
II (K.LL.KCIO U H O - S H R T < 1 . - F E T A >
IF . K . L C . K G H ) VMN'UMOSUQ
IF » f . .LE.RGH) OO TO 4Oi
IF ( R . L C . R O X KUH-I>UHOtri;i_BRH»CK-Rr.H>
IF ( R . G T . K O ) riUH-AU l»p
IF t R . L E . R O ) ALPU-ALI^ UOtPEL AR««R- I -GH»
IF <P.r. r . h O > rtl PU-AL> UFP
. P I R . L C . K O ) N- IO l i>LL MK « <R-RGH>
IF ( R . G T . R O ) N-NFH
II i R . L C . R O ) PFLUL-IH
IF I R . G T i-o> CIFLML ni
AL.^M= ( i ^  . -SORI < 2 . ) ! - ' ! > . ) « » < i . XALF v; >
tvr.t i. - Dt L HI /• c nci M «> I 'UH-ri t 'L ri
C- LI i> 1 .-••( I MiFL • N, Al FUt ^AT . CU



























UAl. OO ! lO
UALOO.!, O
U.<l_"O ' ")
WAI OO "i4 t*
UOl OOJ'.O
UAt OO,\AO
U A L O O J / O





1 . T^ - \ *-,.,, • *•'»..,
IF < K . O T . 4 . ' V 1 'JMDM" 1 . / l KV4 . ) »• . T1
t l eWtsnonti.Al * < i . -M 1 A>/<K»| IUH>
VMN«SDRI < < r t-t ^') / 1 : . «rw.'> >
W«G-V.'«H / VI,
f'l-i.ru-'Ft i rt«VG**?f vriaetj
l'U = llUH/ HA*
til L TA-MII.L*I<U
4c 1 CllNl I mil.
ir <K.I • . i.i.io M i,' u vn»«.'
if <K .1. t .M;II ' HUM ituiiu
LNH
•.UHKOU 1 I Nl III UA':M i Ml, KU. 11 I . I'll 1 . Jl.NIi . ['UliH . f'UU F UUGM. lifl.t Wi, .(.fU'G.
1 ftl 1 I.. M.l ! .. VMl'Nf t'l.l 1 II l.l'UH, .'UU. IUR)
I.LAI ntimi
ims i.rt»ri«f ( i ini iMLs fur 1/1 UA'.II ST Kf.^ni INI i Kfrc f<r zcs
Allll- 1 .
1 l - < . l « l ' . V . / , ' >
Al.1 III - I . ',
AI 1 UM 1 . '.
At llrl 1 . - < l.tiil/Mi > *».'
11 i ,11 ON . I.I . 0 ) I.I) 1 1) -'O '
1 II 1 It -Al.i U .< > .. ti/ M.H ) * » . .'O )
. .1 (IN ' . . '. , 1/V < • ' . « ( I 1 Hill) »*.' 1
1 II 1 (Hi 1 M lit t HO . /I 1
II ~.l III I.I 1 II II) > IT1MI1 ,11 I)N«S 1 N. 1 K I ' HU) ) «*;•
t 1 i 1 II 1 ' 1 . 1 'I 1 II ' riUMII J .
Ill, I'l ' 0 .
1 / I'.il-U-i.i UN 1 ' . « ( 1 . AI 'IN ) • , I HCI H I > **?
.' > 1 .'.'! 1 1 (I'll
f t f IKM-i l < ] * • A t J ) N r ' " IO.^ , ' *» H'-nll- » I 1 O . S >
All ? . ^ i>
.1. 'M - . '.
A 1 1 1 ' 1 1
"1. All l i« ,<U. II
. ' .'1 111 « 1 ' lr 1 1 M 1 •
.11 II . .
t.l 1 .1 1 . '.
. Ml J Ml I 1 Al 1 1 1 . ' A 1 . t V JLI )
tit 11 Kn 1141 I'l A 1 I'M ' Kl'H 1 N . I '.L I II III 1 1 L 1. ! 1 ON
I.I 1, KM INI INI MAI III U.V. H 1.'! Il I II
I'l 1 I U ' VU, N * 9 '
III 1 1 U 1 t i l l U'.
1 1 ,.l. li_'i.l< '/(III
1 1 I AI.I ' 1 . , 1 1 .!,*« AI 1 ll> ) > «•,
1 1 I i\ .1 II , 1 t A( ,»« At . UM • » < 4
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